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ABSTRACT 
Researchers must collect and analyse new data that will enhance the body of knowledge. It is 
for this reason that data is of major importance to researchers. All aspects of a research 
project involve data, from navigating existing data, to understanding how data is used in the 
world and why it is important to learn to collect data and make predictions. Researchers need 
to consider the types of data that are possible and examine and weight each option so they 
can determine what sources of data will answer the research questions or hypotheses.  
 
Researchers, who require a large amount of participants to contribute to their data collection 
and assist in their research, are limited in the choice of current research methods including 
questionnaires, postal surveys and online surveys and also limited in the number of 
respondents they can obtain to participate in their research. 
 
This dissertation proposes a new research method through the use of Social Networking Sites 
(SNS‟s). It aims to evaluate and investigate if SNS‟s are a feasible method for conducting 
research and collecting data.  SNS‟s offer researchers the potential to reach millions of people 
worldwide quickly and at a low cost. Facebook currently ranked as the second most popular 
website worldwide has over 400 million active users. MySpace has over 130 million. The 
majority of the world‟s highest ranked SNS‟s today provide a developer platform for people 
to create their own applications. Also within this dissertation is an exploration and 
investigation into the rational of using SNS‟s as a research method through the development 
of a prototype application integrated with Facebook services. 
 
Keywords: Academic research, Research methods, Methodologies,  
Social networking sites (SNS’s), Data collection, Facebook, Surveys,  
Developer platform, Applications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Academic research includes the aspect of pursuing a research topic, a hypothesis or an idea in 
a systematic rigorous fashion, and applying critical thinking in order to answer questions or 
to produce new and original knowledge, as well as describing the activity and communicating 
the new knowledge both orally and in writing (Dukhan, 2005). Researchers must collect and 
analyse new data that will enhance the body of knowledge. It is for this reason that data is of 
major importance to researchers. All aspects of a research project involve data, from 
navigating existing data, to understanding how data is used in the world and why it is 
important to learn to collect data and make predictions. Researchers need to consider the 
types of data that are possible and examine and weight each option so they can determine 
what sources of data will answer the research questions or hypotheses (Creswell & Clark, 
2006). 
 
Researchers, who require a large amount of participants to contribute to their data collection 
and assist in their research, are limited to the choice of current research methods including 
questionnaires, postal surveys and online surveys. These methods have their weaknesses and 
restrict researchers in the access they have to a larger population while also costing a lot of 
time and money. 
 
This dissertation proposes a new research method through the use of Social Networking Sites 
(SNS‟s). This research aims to evaluate and investigate if SNS‟s are a feasible method for 
conducting research and collecting data.  SNS‟s offer researchers the potential to reach 
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millions of people worldwide quickly and at a low cost. The majority of the world‟s highest 
ranked SNS‟s today provide a developer platform for people to create their own applications.  
 
This Chapter provides an overview of the Dissertation. Section 1.1 outlines the research aims 
and objectives of the Dissertation while Section 1.2 outlines the research programme. Section 
1.3 outlines the intellectual challenge posed by the Dissertation. Finally, Section 1.4 details 
the layout of the Dissertation. 
 
1.1 Research Aims and Objectives 
The principal aim of this dissertation is to investigate and evaluate the use of Social 
Networking Sites in academic research. It will examine existing literature on research and the 
current research methods. This examination will identify the various stages or processes 
involved with conducting research, what makes good research, along with any weaknesses 
current research methods may have. An analysis of SNS‟s will be performed to identify the 
services they provide. One particular SNS will be chosen to focus on, this will be examined 
in detail to determine the features and services it has that can be used to reach its millions of 
users. It will evaluate the feasibility of using SNS‟s in academic research and present a list of 
potential strengths and weaknesses this new research method may have. An investigation will 
be carried out by two means: the development of a prototype application for the SNS chosen 
and an online survey. Resulting from these aims and objectives, a number of deliverables 
shall be presented by the Author.  
 
These are set out as follows: 
 A report on research, research processes, essential elements of research and the 
weaknesses of current research methods. 
 An analysis and description of SNS‟s including their developer platform services.  
 A table each of the potential strengths and weaknesses of a SNS research tool. 
 A prototype SNS application developed to investigate the feasibility of using such 
sites as a research method. 
 Results of the online survey to be performed.  
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 A conclusion outlining the outcome of the research project and areas of future work. 
 
1.2 Research Programme 
In order to achieve the aims outlined in the Section above, the research programme has been 
divided into a number of tasks. The stages of the project are outlined below. 
 
A literature review and extensive secondary research is carried out in two separate areas. The 
first is an investigation of the existing body of knowledge on research and research methods, 
the processes involved with conducting research and the essential elements requiring 
consideration to create „good‟ research. The second is carried out on Social Networking Sites 
and on Facebook in particular.  Resources used include library databases, relevant books and 
journals, information technology publications and the internet. 
 
Primary research is carried out by combining the knowledge gained from both areas of the 
secondary research. The use of SNS as a research tool is evaluated. Two lists of the potential 
strengths and weaknesses of such a tool are presented. 
 
Leading on from this two methods were used to investigate the feasibility of using SNS‟s as a 
research tool. The first method involves the development of a prototype application to 
experiment with SNS integration services. This will contribute to the second method which 
involved the creation of an online survey to identify the research methods currently used by 
researchers and to obtain their opinions on social networking sites and their usage. The data 
from the primary research will assist in the evaluation of the new proposed research method. 
 
1.3 Intellectual Challenge 
There are a number of challenges encountered while approaching this proposed Dissertation. 
Firstly, it is necessary to conduct research on research, to understand the meaning of research, 
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the stages involved when conducting research to create credible data and the weaknesses of 
current research methods.  
 
Secondly, developing a prototype application and integrate it with SNS services will be 
required to gain a clear understanding of languages, technologies and steps involved. It will 
assist in understanding the level of technical skills required for a researcher to implement 
their own research tool. This development poses a challenge for the author. 
 
Finally, the need to differentiate the primary research, evaluation of own work and review of 
current state of theory and practice.  
 
1.4 Layout of Dissertation 
The remaining Chapters are organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature review on 
research in general to help illustrate the processes involved with conducting research and the 
main essential elements to be considered throughout the research processes to create credible 
and trustworthy research. It also identifies the weaknesses of current research methods. 
Chapter 3 provides a literature review on SNS‟s and their services with a particular focus on 
Facebook, the various methods to communicate with Facebook‟s users and its Developer 
Platform. Statistics are provided of the most popular SNS‟s both in Ireland and around the 
world, this includes their current ranking and number of current active users. 
 
Chapter 4 merges the secondary research from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to provide The SNS 
Research Process and evaluate the feasibility of using SNS‟s as a research tool to obtain data. 
It discusses the SNS term virality and provides an example of Facebook‟s most popular 
application at present. It presents a list of the potential strengths and weaknesses of a SNS 
research tool. 
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Chapter 5 presents the prototype application which was implemented for the purpose of this 
dissertation. It also presents the results of the online survey performed for the primary 
research. It highlights any limitations or weaknesses of using SNS‟s for research. 
 
Chapter 6 completes the dissertation. It highlights the main findings of the project and 
recommends areas suitable for further study. 
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2 ACADEMIC RESEARCH: AN OVERVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to examine existing literature on research and determine the importance of 
data to an academic research project for each of the research processes. Section 2.2 provides 
a short overview of research and explains what it is and what it can be mistaken for, by 
offering various definitions of the term „research‟. Section 2.3 discusses the Academic 
Research Process, describing the processes of the Research Spiral. Section 2.4 examines four 
essential elements to be considered when carrying out research. Section 2.5 highlights 
weaknesses of traditional research methods. Finally, Section 2.6 offers a conclusion to this 
chapter. 
 
2.2 What is Research? 
Research has become such a prevailing phenomenon of our civilisation that all of us are 
impacted by it (Wiersma, 2004). Increasingly, the conducting of research projects is 
becoming part of everyone‟s culture (Birley and Moreland, 1998). Paul Leedy describes 
research as  
“the systematic process of collecting and analysing information (data) in order to 
increase our understanding of the phenomenon with which we are concerned or 
interested.”  
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According to Creswell (2005), research is  
“a process of steps used to collect and analyse information in order to increase our 
understanding of a topic or issue”  
 
Research is at times mistaken for gathering information, documenting facts and rummaging 
for information (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001). Leedy suggests that the word research has so many 
meanings attached to it in that “few people have any idea of the real meaning.” As research 
takes on a range of meanings, it thereby may be legitimately applied to a variety of contexts. 
It may be that research is being performed for a specific purpose, such as students engaged in 
a higher degree doing research of their chosen area or also for a publication in a scholarly 
journal. Industries and businesses spend vast sums of money and time on research activity. 
They utilise their research to develop a new product or a better solution to an existing product 
or service. The key issue emerging from the definitions above is that research must collect 
and analyse new information and/or data that will enhance the body of knowledge. 
 
This project aims to focus on Academic Research. The word „academic‟ can be known as 
both an adjective (adj) and a noun (n). The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (2010) 
defines academic (adj) as that based on formal study especially at an institution of higher 
learning. The Oxford English Dictionary (1989) defines academic (n) as a member of a 
college or university, a member of the academic staff of a university or college. Throughout 
this research project the author will use the terms „researcher‟ and „academic research‟. 
„Researcher‟ is to refer to the person carrying out any form of research in a university or 
college. That person may include the synonyms of academic (n) such as student, pupil, 
lecturer and scholar. „Academic research‟ is to refer to the earlier definitions of research 
coined with research carried out by a „researcher‟. The word research having numerous 
meanings makes it a decidedly confusing term for researchers, especially graduate students, 
who must learn to use the word in a narrower, more precise sense. From primary school to 
college, students hear the word research used in the context of a variety of activities. In some 
situations, the word connotes finding a piece of information or making notes and then writing 
a documented paper. In other situations, it refers to the act of informing oneself about what 
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one does not know, perhaps by rummaging through available sources to retrieve a bit of 
information (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). 
 
According to Dukhan (2005), academic research includes the aspect of pursuing a research 
topic, a hypothesis or an idea in a systematic rigorous fashion, and applying critical thinking 
in order to answer questions or to produce new and original knowledge, as well as describing 
the activity and communicating the new knowledge both orally and in writing. It requires that 
the students struggle with new knowledge and apply new format and structure in their 
reporting of the results, and to argue effectively.   
 
Two schools of thought were developed regarding methodology of theory and knowledge 
building exists namely deductive versus inductive research methods. These methods of 
research derive from two alternative methods of thinking (Graziano & Rawlin, 2004). The 
differences between these approaches to research will be explained. 
 
Deductive research develops theories or hypotheses and then tests these theories or 
hypotheses through empirical observation. It is essentially a set of techniques for applying 
theories in the real world in order to test and assess their validity. Essentially the process of 
deductive research is as Saunders et al. pointed out „the development of a theory that is 
subjected to a rigorous test‟ (2003). 
 
Inductive research reverses the process found in deductive research. Here, the researcher 
develops hypotheses and theories with a view to explaining empirical observations of the real 
world. These empirical observations can be based on personal experience. All sorts and types 
of information and data can be used to develop theories in inductive research (Lancaster, 
2005). 
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2.3 The Academic Research Process 
Just as there are a wide variety of views as to what research means, and great differences in 
actual practices as to who and what people research and how, there are also alternative 
perspectives of what the process of undertaking research should look like (Blaxter, Hughes & 
Tight, 2001). A number of diagrammatic representations of the research process are presented 
in Figures 1, 2 and 3. 
 
Figure 1: Representation of the research process. Source: Burgess, cited in Blaxter, Hughes & Tight, 2001). 
 
Figure 2: Representation of the research process. (Source: Rudestam and Newton, cited in Blaxter, Hughes & 
Tight, 2001). 
 
These diagrams are both simplifications and idealisations of the research process. Real 
research is inevitably going to be a rather disorganised process. A researcher may not proceed 
as straight forward from one step to the next step. It is very common for research to change 
direction at any stage during the course of any academic research project. This may be due to 
many reasons such as discovering the chosen research topic has already been conducted 
before by another researcher, therefore another path or angle on that chosen research topic 
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may need to be taken. Also the researcher may realise part of the research is just not possible 
or feasible and will therefore need to rethink for alternative ways to conduct the research.   
 
To accommodate these common occurrences in a research project, the following Research 
Spiral in Figure 3 is more appropriate to represent an academic research process.  
 
Figure 3: The Research Spiral. Source: Blaxter, Hughes & Tight (2001). 
 
This representation sees the research process as a spiral. It can be seen from the spiral that it 
is not a neatly closed spiral; it can be entered at all points. A closed spiral would be deceptive 
as research is rarely conclusive (Leedy, 1997). An open spiral therefore accommodates for 
sudden re-direction or occurrences in a research project as mentioned above. To provide a 
better understanding of academic research and the processes involved, a number of the points 
of the spiral will now be discussed beginning with choosing a research topic.  
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2.3.1 Choosing a Topic 
Academic research originates with at least one question about one phenomenon of interest. 
To demonstrate this, using this research project as the example, the following question may 
be asked: is it feasible for researchers to use social networking sites as a research method? 
Or, would a social networking site such as Facebook gather credible data for academic 
research? It was proposed by Williams (2007) that research questions, such as the two 
preceding questions, help researchers to focus thoughts, manage efforts, and choose the 
appropriate approach, or perspective from which to make sense of each phenomenon of 
interest. 
 
Data is of major importance to researchers. All aspects of a research project involve data, 
from navigating existing data, to understanding how data is used in the world and why it is 
important to learn to collect data and make predictions. Researchers need to consider the 
types of data that are possible and examine and weight each option so they can determine 
what sources of data will answer the research questions or hypotheses (Creswell & Clark, 
2006:114). 
 
Taylor-Powell & Steele (1996) states that  
„the data source selected will depend upon what is available and what answers your 
research questions most effectively. The most common sources fall into three 
categories: existing data, people and pictorial records, and observations. „ 
 
This research project is reliant on existing data and people as its data sources. Before a 
researcher can begin any research it is necessary to navigate through existing data and see 
what information is already available and what research has already been done. The research 
spiral in Figure 3 accounts for this stage in its process under „reading for research‟. This 
process involves navigating through various sources such as: books, journals, papers, reports, 
newspapers and online resources. Researchers look for information which is of adequate 
quality to help in their research. People are the most common source of information and data 
for any research. People will have a major involvement in this research project in evaluating 
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if Social Networking Sites are a feasible method for academic research.  When a researcher 
has chosen a topic on which to conduct their research on, the next process is to decide on the 
method with which to conduct it with. 
 
2.3.2 Thinking about Methods 
One of the most far-reaching decisions a researcher must make is the way in which the data 
will be collected. A researcher‟s goal when conducting research is to obtain trustworthy, 
authentic and credible data therefore to gain this when a researcher is choosing the method, 
must ask themselves questions such as: Where and how are the respondents best reached? 
What is appropriate for the age and computer literacy level backgrounds of the respondents? 
Are they likely to participate in a social networking site application survey or would they 
prefer a pencil and paper questionnaire? Should an interviewer ask the questions and record 
the answers, or should the survey be self-administered? (Fowler, 2001). A researcher must 
also analyse the resources available (time, money, participants, and supplies).  
 
The modern researcher is faced with a plethora of research methods to choose from. These 
methods can include focus groups, in-depth interviewing, nominal group techniques, self-
administered questionnaires, direct observation, participant observation, postal surveys, email 
surveys, telephone interviews and experimental design (Bowling, 2009). With this vast array 
of research methods at their disposal, the researcher may find it difficult to determine which 
method (or group of methods) is potentially suitable for their research needs. There is no set 
standard format for research. It really depends upon the purpose for which it is devised. All 
research methods are not equally useful. The researcher should first clearly define the 
question to be addressed, and then select the best means of addressing it. Some methods are 
more likely than others to get answers to specific kinds of questions and the researcher must 
consider the options before starting the research. A poorly chosen method may force results 
in a particular direction, or may make it impossible to consider alternative explanations 
(Grove et al, 1996). 
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The three common approaches to conducting research are quantitative, qualitative, and mixed 
methods. It was proposed by Williams (2007) that the researcher anticipates the type of data 
needed to respond to the research question. For instance, is numerical, textural, or both 
numerical and textural data needed? Based on this assessment, the researcher selects one of 
the three aforementioned approaches to conduct research. The quantitative approach was 
chosen for this research project.  
 
Data from quantitative methods are in the form of numbers and statistics. Researchers 
typically select the quantitative approach to respond to research questions requiring 
numerical data. Several research methods exist to conduct quantitative research, these 
include: surveys, questionnaires, laboratory experiments and formal methods. Creswell 
(2002) noted that quantitative research is the process of collecting, analysing, interpreting, 
and writing the results of a study.  
 
The following definition from Aliaga and Gunderson (2002) also describes what is meant by 
quantitative research methods:  
„Explaining phenomena by collecting numerical data that are analysed using 
mathematically based methods (in particular statistics).‟ 
 
Creswell (2003) states, quantitative research “employ strategies of inquiry such as 
experimental and surveys, and collect data on predetermined instruments that yield statistical 
data” (p. 18).  
 
When a researcher makes the decision of what research method is most appropriate for their 
research project, they then configure it, for example if a survey was the method chosen they 
create the survey questions and distribute the survey to their target audience to begin the data 
collection process. 
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2.3.3 Collecting Data 
The research is being conducted at this point; the measures are taken. In the case of a survey, 
measuring instruments such as achievement tests or questionnaires are administered. If 
instruments are developed, they must be tried before the major data collection for the study is 
undertaken. Then the data must be assembled, coded, and prepared for analysis (Wiersma, 
2004). Sources of data may vary, and means of accessing and gathering it may differ, but all 
methodologies are reliant on data and the basic methods and tools used to collect it (O‟Leary, 
2004). 
 
Section 2.4 will discuss in more detail elements which are essential to consider when 
collecting data and to be aware of when looking at the data. These are: ethical issues, 
sampling and selection, validity and reliability. When the desired amount of data has been 
obtained, the research method in use must be stopped or closed and the data gathered to be 
frozen for the final stage of the research process, data analysis. 
 
2.3.4 Analysing Data 
Data analysis in quantitative research can be left until the end of the data collection process. 
Data can take many forms, and when they take numerical forms such as scores and 
frequencies, the usual course of action is to perform an appropriate type of statistical analysis 
(Wiersma, 2004). Statistical analyses are commonly associated with quantitative research. 
Statistical analysis can be broadly divided into two: descriptive statistics and statistical 
inference. 
 
The descriptive aspect of statistics allows researchers to summarise large quantities of data 
using measures that are easily understood by an observer. Descriptive statistics consist of 
graphical and numerical techniques for summarising data, i.e. reducing a large mass of data 
to simpler more understandable terms.  
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The inferential aspect of statistics consist of procedures for making generalisations about 
characteristics of a population based on information obtained from a sample taken from that 
population. 
 
Statistical data analysis can be performed using software packages such as Statistical Package 
or Social Sciences (SPSS), Minitab and Excel. These software packages apply statistical 
formulae and carry out computations (Cohen et al, 2007). With the use of computers and 
software packages, computational accuracy is pretty well assured, and the researcher can 
concentrate on the underlying reasoning of the procedures and the meaning of the results. 
 
After the data has been analysed and the results generated, the researcher must decide what 
information they provide. Results are summarised and tied together, analyses are interpreted, 
and conclusions are drawn as they relate to the research problem. Conclusions are drawn 
about the hypotheses, if hypotheses were tested. The research report is prepared, a task that 
often requires rewriting. The importance of this task can hardly be overemphasized because it 
is the way in which the research results add to new knowledge and theory, and incorporated 
into the existing body of knowledge (Wiersma, 2004). 
 
The four points of the academic research process have been discussed highlighting the 
approaches to conducting research. The quantitative approach was highlighted as the 
approach taken for this research dissertation and offers a description on two aspects of 
statistical analyses. To create data from the analyses worthy for contributing to the body of 
knowledge of a research project, it is vital to consider the four elements in the following 
section.  
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2.4 The VIP’s of Research  
When collecting data it is necessary to consider what the author has named as the „Vitally 
Important Principles‟ (VIP‟s), the following most essential elements to attain credible, 
trustworthy, reliable research: ethics, sampling, reliability, and validity (Wallen & Fraenkel, 
2001). The author recognises that these elements are by no means exhaustive. By conducting 
a deep and thorough research through various research and research methods literature it was 
found that these four elements were universal and omnipresent in all existing knowledge and 
studies concerned with conducting research.  It is advised that researchers assess the research 
they are undertaking in these terms from the beginning stages throughout the research project, 
as the structure of the research evolves.  
 
2.4.1 Ethical Issues 
Each stage in any research sequence raises ethical issues. They may arise from the nature of 
the research project itself (ethnic differences in intelligence, for example); the context for the 
research (a remand home); the procedures to be adopted (producing high levels of anxiety); 
methods of data collection (covert observation); the nature of the participants (emotionally 
disturbed adolescents); the type of the data collected (highly personal and sensitive 
information); and what is to be done with the data (publishing in a manner that may cause 
participants embarrassment) (Cohen et al, 2007). 
 
Whatever the specific nature is of a researchers work, they must take into account the effects 
of the research on participants, and act in such a way as to preserve their dignity as human 
beings. Reciprocity should be shown to participants for their willingness to provide data, 
handling sensitive information, and disclosing the purposes of the research (Creswell & 
Clark, 2006). 
 
2.4.2 Sampling and Selection 
Questions of sampling arise directly out of the issue of defining the population on which the 
research will focus. Researchers must take sampling decisions early on the overall planning 
of a piece of research. Factors such as expense, time, and accessibility frequently prevent 
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researchers from gaining information from the whole population. Therefore they often need 
to be able to obtain data from a smaller group or subset of the total population in such a way 
that the knowledge gained is representative of the total population (however defined) under 
study. This smaller group or subset is the sample (Cohen et al, 2007). 
 
In quantitative research, the intent of sampling individuals is to choose individuals that are 
representative of a population so that the results can be generalised to a population. In this 
way researchers first select their population and define it carefully. Then they choose a 
sample from this population. Although not always workable, random choice of individuals 
for the sample is attempted so that each person in the population has an equal chance of being 
selected (Creswell & Clark, 2006).  
 
According to Creswell & Clark (2006), the sample size needed for a rigorous study is more 
specified in quantitative research. The sample needs to be large enough for statistical 
procedures to be used that will make it possible for the researcher to draw inferences with 
some confidence that the sample reflects the characteristics of the entire population (if that 
entire population could be studied).  
 
2.4.3 Reliability 
Reliability in quantitative research is essentially a synonym for dependability, consistency 
and replicability over time, over instruments and over groups of respondents. It is concerned 
with precision and accuracy; some features, e.g. height, can be measured precisely, while 
others, e.g. musical ability, cannot (Cohen et al, 2007). 
  
In quantitative research and in questionnaires in particular, one of the most common ways in 
which reliability is undermined is through poorly worded questions that are difficult to 
understand for example, or that ask two questions in one. Take the following question about 
social networking sites: “Do you find Facebook sociable and easy to navigate? The problem 
of reliability here is that it is not known if the respondent is answering “yes” to Facebook 
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being sociable or if the respondent finds Facebook easy to navigate (or both). Furthermore, if 
the respondent was asked the same question again the following day the respondent may 
answer differently simply because they are now focusing on just how sociable Facebook 
really is where as the day before they answered it on how sociable it is in mind. Similar 
problems of reliability occur when words are used that are either quite specialist, and thus 
difficult to understand, or that potentially have many meanings. As before, it is difficult then 
to understand what the respondent means when they answer the question (Connolly, 2007). 
 
Joppe (2006) defines reliability as:  
“The extent to which results are consistent over time and an accurate representation of 
the total population under study is referred to as reliability and if the results of a study 
can be reproduced under a similar methodology, then the research instrument is 
considered to be reliable.” 
 
2.4.4 Validity  
Validity is an important key to effective research. If a piece of research is invalid then it is 
worthless. Validity is thus a requirement for quantitative research. In quantitative data, 
validity might be improved through careful sampling, appropriate instrumentation and 
appropriate statistical treatments of the data. It such be noted however that it is impossible for 
data to be 100 per cent valid (Cohen et al, 2007). Validity is crucial to an instrument‟s 
credibility; it is an indication that the instrument is indeed measuring what it was designed to 
measure and that it is measuring it accurately. 
 
Joppe (2006) provides the following explanation of what validity is in quantitative research:  
“Validity determines whether the research truly measures that which it was intended to 
measure or how truthful the research results are. In other words, does the research 
instrument allow you to hit "the bull‟s eye" of your research object? Researchers 
generally determine validity by asking a series of questions, and will often look for the 
answers in the research of others.” 
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Research results are most often evaluated and criticised in relation to the criteria of validity 
and reliability.  
 
2.5 Weaknesses of Traditional Research Methods 
An important determinant of the quality of research data is the choice of research method. A 
researcher should be aware of the weaknesses of traditional methods which may impose 
problems on the quality of the data. These weaknesses include: access to a larger population 
to obtain a wider diverse response, response rate, cost and time, and manual data entry. 
 
A more detailed description of each of these weaknesses is provided along with examples of 
traditional research methods with which the weakness applies to where relevant.  
 
2.5.1 Access to Larger Population 
One of the most common techniques for collecting primary data is survey research. For years, 
traditional “pencil-and-paper” surveys have been used to collect primary data in different 
fields. However, this traditional format has always had a disadvantage of a limited number of 
potential respondents, and a slower distribution and return time (Roztochi, 2001). 
Access is a key issue and is an early factor that must be decided in research. Researchers will 
need to ensure that access is not only permitted but also, in fact, practicable (Cohen et al, 
2007).  There are many reasons that might prevent access to a larger population, and 
researchers cannot neglect this potential source of difficulty in planning research.  
 
Not only might access be difficult but also its corollary – release of information – might be 
problematic. It is not always enough to be able to „get to‟ the sample population, the problem 
might be to „get the information out‟ to the wider public, particularly if it could be critical of 
powerful people (Cohen et al, 2007).  
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2.5.2 Response Rate 
One of the persistent problems with questionnaires and surveys is the possibility of a high 
rate of non-response. Non-response is used to refer to the failure of an entire survey to be 
returned.  The validity of survey research involving surveys depends on the response rate and 
the quality of response. Response rate is the percentage of respondents returning the survey, 
and the quality of response depends on the completeness of data. The problem with non-
response is that it introduces the possibility of bias, because the respondents might not be 
representative of the group intended to be surveyed (Wiersma, 2004). 
 
Postal surveys typically suffer from a poor response rate, and, because one does not have any 
information about the non-respondents, one does not know whether the sample is 
representative of the wider population (Cohen et al, 2007). 
 
2.5.3 Cost and Time 
As Morgan & Pritchard (1988) suggests, the two factors most important in the planning phase 
of any research are time and cost constraints. 
 
Depending on the type of research, the costs can vary. Consider a researcher who wants to 
conduct a mailed survey with 300 participants. The researcher will need to pay for 600 
envelopes, 300 copies of the survey materials, postage to mail 300 packets, and postage for 
300 return envelopes, plus copying and postage for any follow-up mailings, needed to 
increase the return rate. This would prove quite costly for the researcher (Cottrell & 
McKensie, 2005). 
 
Email is less expensive and it brings an end to the slower mail process. It is also a faster 
transmission of the survey itself to the participants, and the results come back faster to you, 
the researcher. In addition, web-based surveys are sometimes seen as “environmentally 
friendly” due to the online formats non-use of paper (Yun & Trumbo, 2000). 
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Other costs associated with research include: Book and journal purchases, photocopies and 
loan costs, travel costs to and from research sites, telephone fees, postage, purchase or rental 
of equipment, purchase of data collection instruments, and software (Cottrell & McKensie, 
2005). 
 
The time required to complete a research project is an important consideration, especially for 
a researcher with submission deadlines for a degree for example. It is reasonable to expect 
that the data collection and analysis phase of a research project may take several weeks or 
months depending on the type of research being conducted.  This is in addition to the time it 
takes to develop the research question, write the literature review, locate or develop test 
instruments and obtain human subjects approval. The data collection and analyses phases 
usually take the greatest amount of time (Cottrell & McKensie, 2005). As a result researchers 
should carefully examine what research methods are feasible for the length of time available 
to them. 
 
2.5.4 Manual Data Entry 
In traditional paper-and-pencil surveys, data entry can be extremely expensive and time 
consuming. Data obtained from many traditional research methods such as surveys, 
interviews and observations are not in electronic form unlike an online survey which can be 
configured to send data to a database or spreadsheet, eliminating the need for manual data 
entry. This also eliminates potential errors in rekeying data. Automatic data entry is typically 
an advantage only for online surveys. For e-mail surveys, data still need to be manually 
transferred to a database.  
 
Data will be used to obtain the results and conclusions of your research, so it is important to 
ensure its accuracy. Your data may also become an important dataset that is used by many 
others, so errors have the potential to hinder many research efforts. 
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2.6 Conclusion 
This Chapter explored research and research methods and the processes involved with 
conducting research. Section 2.2 highlighted the continuous research being done in the world 
be it in higher education or businesses and industries. It highlighted that this research project 
is focusing on Academic Research and discusses the importance of data to researchers in this 
area. Section 2.3 discussed the processes of the Research Spiral which a researcher goes 
through when conducting research. Section 2.4 emphasised the importance of four essential 
elements: ethics, sampling, validity and reliability which are necessary to consider throughout 
all processes of research. Section 2.5 highlights the current difficulties experiences with 
current research methods.  
 
Research shows that researchers need to carefully consider the types of data collection 
methods that are possible and examine and weight each option so they can determine what 
method will best answer the research questions or hypotheses. Initial choices must be 
evaluated in relation to their impact on the validity and reliability of the research.   
 
The next Chapter takes a look at Social Networking Sites giving an overview of the most 
commonly used sites and discusses Facebook in particular. It discusses the huge interest these 
sites have gained in recent years and provides statistics on their active users to illustrate this. 
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3 SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES: THE CURRENT CONTEXT 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to examine existing literature on social networking sites and their ever 
increasing popularity and user base. Section 3.2 provides a short overview of social 
networking sites, who uses them and what they use them for. It also takes a look at the size 
and popularity of these highly used sites. Section 3.3 discusses the Facebook network and 
examines the ways in which it can be utilised to reach its users along with providing an 
introduction to the services it offers developers. Section 3.4 offers a conclusion to this 
chapter. 
 
3.2 Social Networking Sites 
Social networking sites (SNSs) have become some of the most popular online destinations in 
recent years (comScore, 2007a, 2007b). Not surprisingly, this level of user attraction has been 
accompanied by much coverage in the popular press, including speculations about the 
potential gains and harms stemming from the use of SNS services (Hempel, 2005; Magid, 
2006; Stafford, 2006). Academic researchers have started studying the use of SNSs, with 
questions ranging from their role in identity construction and expression (boyd & Heer, 2006) 
to the building and maintenance of social capital (Ellison et al, 2007) and concerns about 
privacy (e.g., Gross & Acquisti, 2005; Hodge, 2006). 
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Research on SNSs has shown that the meanings of social network site practices and features 
differ across sites and individuals (boyd, 2006). According to Lenhart & Madden‟s (2007) 
definition: 
“A social networking site is an online location where a user can create a profile and 
build a personal network that connects him or her to other users.” 
 
boyd and Ellison (2007) define SNSs as 
“web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public 
profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they 
share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made 
by others within the system”. 
 
Social networking sites typically provide users with a profile space, facilities for uploading 
content (e.g. photos, music), messaging in various forms and the ability to make connections 
to other people. These connections (or „friends‟) are the core functionality of a social network 
site (Ellison et al, 2006, Donath & boyd, 2004) although most also provide opportunities for 
communication, the forming of groups, hosting of content and applications. 
 
3.2.1 Who uses SNSs and what do they use them for? 
Beyond profiles, uploading photos, friends, comments, and private messaging, SNSs vary 
greatly in their features and user base. Some have video-sharing capabilities; others have 
built-in blogging and instant messaging technology. There are mobile-specific SNSs (e.g., 
Foursquare, itsmy and Mobikade), but some SNSs also support mobile interactions (e.g., 
Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter). Many SNSs target people from specific geographical 
regions or linguistic groups, although this does not always determine the site's constituency. 
Orkut, for example, was launched in the United States with an English-only interface, but 
Portuguese-speaking Brazilians quickly became the dominant user group (Kopytoff, 2004). 
Some sites are designed with specific ethnic, religious, sexual orientation, political, or other 
identity-driven categories in mind. There are interest-specific SNSs such as Epernicus which 
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was built by scientists for research scientists and aNobii which targets worldwide booklovers. 
There are even SNSs for dogs (Dogster) and cats (Catster).  
 
According to Lampe et al. (2006), social networking sites may also serve a surveillance 
function, allowing users to “track the actions, beliefs and interests of the larger groups to 
which they belong” (p. 167). 
 
One challenge in studying SNS usage stems from the fact that large-scale questionnaires have 
mainly focused on adult populations, with relatively few young people represented in their 
samples. Yet, young people are known to be some of the most likely to participate on some 
SNSs (e.g., Facebook's initial focus on college students and then high school students left out 
older people by design), suggesting that concentrating on adolescents and young adults is 
especially important if researchers are to gain a better understanding of how such sites are 
being incorporated into people's lives (Hargittai, 2007). 
 
This would suggest that users of SNSs can range from young people attending secondary 
school, college and university, and right up to adults. It is common for SNSs to have a 
minimum age requirement such as Facebook who advice users must be at least 13 years of 
age to create an account and become a member (Facebook, 2010). Further on in this study the 
results of a survey which was carried out will provide more detailed information on users of 
SNSs in Ireland.  
 
3.2.2 Popularity and Size  
The size of SNSs varies greatly. Statistics on the popularity and size of SNSs were obtained 
from Alexa.com which is a powerful tool used to rank website traffic. Ireland‟s top SNSs 
according to Alexa.com at time of writing this dissertation has over 32 million members each, 
with Facebook, Ireland‟s most popular SNS recently reaching over 400 million users 
worldwide, as shown in Table 1. Among those 400 million active users, 1.3 million of those 
live in Ireland (Facebakers, 2010). 
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Website URL Number of 
Users 
Ranking in Ireland’s Top 
Sites 
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/ 400,000,000 #3 
Twitter http://twitter.com/ 75,000,000 #9 
Bebo http://www.bebo.com/ 40,000,000 #12 
Linkedin http://www.linkedin.com/ 53,000,000 #15 
Flickr http://www.flickr.com/ 32,000,000 #20 
MySpace http://www.myspace.com/ 130,000,000 #38 
Table 1: Ireland‟s top six SNSs (Source: author, based on data extracted from Alexa, 2010). 
 
Table 1 shows the top six SNSs in Ireland at present in order of their one month Alexa traffic 
ranking. The one month rank is calculated using a combination of average daily visitors and 
page views over the month. The site with the highest combination of visitors and page views 
is ranked number one for example. The Google search engine is currently ranked as Ireland‟s 
number one site, followed by the SNS Facebook which is in third position as can be seen in 
Table 1 also. A search was carried out on the Alexa website to see Ireland‟s current top 40 
sites to which the six SNSs in Table 1 were listed among.  
 
A search was also carried out to see the top 40 global sites on the web; details of the six SNSs 
found among that list can be seen in Table 2. 
Table 2: Top six global social networking sites (Source: author, based on data extracted from Alexa.com, 2010) 
Website URL Number of Users Ranking in Global Top Sites 
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/ 400,000,000 #2 
Twitter http://twitter.com/ 75,000,000 #12 
MySpace http://www.myspace.com/ 130,000,000 #17 
Linkedin http://www.linkedin.com/ 53,000,000 #29 
Flickr http://www.flickr.com/ 32,000,000 #34 
Vkontakte http://vk.com/ 63,000,000 #39 
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Unfortunately it is not possible to research all SNSs, with such a wide variety of these sites 
available and also due to time limitations of this research project, therefore one social 
networking site has been chosen to focus on in greater detail to demonstrate and assist in the 
evaluation.  
 
Facebook, which will be discussed in section 3.3, has been chosen for a number of reasons, 
the first that it is currently Irelands most popular and top ranked SNS (Alexa, 2010) as 
discussed already and seen in Table 1. Facebook is also the second most used website across 
the globe as seen in Table 2. Other elements which assisted in choosing Facebook include its 
huge volume of users, its original purpose being built for academics and the services it 
provides which may accommodate the creation of research tools to which this dissertation 
will examine.  
 
Finally, statistics such as the following which are available from Facebook as of February 
2010 were also an attraction to the author:  
 Over 50% of its 400 million active users log on to Facebook in any given day. 
 More than 5 billion pieces of content (web links, news stories, blog posts, notes, photo 
albums, etc.) shared each week. 
 More than 20 million people become fans of Pages each day. 
 
3.2.3 Third Party Applications 
The majority of SNSs researched such as Facebook, MySpace, Twitter and others extended 
their services beyond creating profiles and connecting with friends, and have created a 
platform to allow third party developers to build their own applications and services to be 
linked to a user‟s profile. By definition, these applications are not created by the site itself, 
instead being created under a Developer License. The sites that have third party applications 
universally provide in their Terms that they are not responsible for data actions of third party 
developers (Barrigar, 2009). 
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These third party applications enhance the functionality and experience of SNSs by allowing 
third party developers to add content to a user‟s profile or provide new social activities. 
Popular applications allow users to share photos, play games, and share music interests and 
movies watched with friends and acquaintances.  
 
In order to provide meaningful and engaging experiences, these applications consume user 
profile data, e.g., name, birth date, interests, and more. On current platforms, applications can 
also consume the profile data of the user‟s friends. The result of this is that a large amount of 
user data is now available to third parties. Applications can get access to this data without 
explicit user consent or knowledge, as the only consent obtained is from those adding the 
application (Besmer et al, 2009). This may raise concerns for this research project with 
regards to ethical issues.  
 
Section 2.4.1 highlighted that ethical issues may arise from the methods of data collection 
and the type of data collected. While traditional research ethics are a useful starting point, the 
online environment represents new ethical challenges for researchers that require thinking 
outside of the boundaries of traditional research. Informed consent, confidentiality, 
anonymity, privacy, the nature of what constitutes private and public spaces, virtual personae, 
copyright, and more, take on new meanings and require fresh insights when conducting 
research in the online environment (Gaiser & Schreiner, 2009).  
 
As identified in Chapter 2, one of the major difficulties in research is collecting data and 
accessing a large enough population to participate in whatever measuring instrument is being 
used. It is for this reason, that the author sees a huge potential for using SNSs to overcome 
these difficulties (e.g., through using the SNS services and the option to develop custom built 
applications which have been highlighted in this section). A detailed description of an 
example of these third party services will be provided in the following section in relation to 
the SNS chosen to focus on, Facebook. 
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3.3 The Facebook Network 
Facebook describes itself as a “social utility.” According to founder and CEO of Facebook, 
Mark Zuckerberg (Feiler, 2008):  
“What we‟re trying to do is make it really efficient for people to communicate, get 
information and share information. We always try to emphasise the utility component.”  
 
3.3.1 Background 
Facebook was originally created at Harvard University in 2004, and indeed in its earliest 
inception was a Harvard-only application, only allowing users with a Harvard.edu email 
address to join. In March 2004, membership expanded to include other Ivy League US 
colleges Stanford, Columbia and Yale. From there, the site incorporated any university and 
college student in the US. In September 2005, Facebook expanded to include high-school 
students. In October 2005, international school networks were added. Finally, in September 
2006, the site again changed to allow anyone over the age of 13 to join (Barrigar, 2009). In 
this same year Facebook was used at over 2,000 United States colleges and was the seventh 
most popular site on the World Wide Web with respect to total page views (Cassidy, 2006). 
In 2006 also, the company introduced communities for commercial organisations; as of 
November of that year, almost 22,000 organisations had Facebook directories (Smith, 2006). 
 
3.3.2 Utilising Facebook to Communicate With its Users 
The aim of this section is to give the reader an overview of the numerous ways in which 
Facebook can be utilised to reach its millions of active users very easily. These ways include: 
the development of one‟s own purpose built application using Facebook Connect, the 
creation of a fan page or network, the use of Facebook‟s Mobile services and also its 
Advertising services. Each of these will be discussed in a little more detail in this section. For 
the purpose of this research, a prototype application has been developed to assist in the 
understanding of how to utilise SNSs to reach their millions of users. 
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3.3.2.1 Building a Network or Page 
Facebook is made up of many networks, each based around a location, workplace or school. 
Building a network would allow the accumulation of many users. For example, there is a 
network called Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT), which is made up of thousands of users 
who have added this network due to some association it, such as undergraduate, postgraduate 
or academic staff. 
 
Facebook Pages allows institutes, brands, musicians, businesses, and all types of research 
groups to create a presence on Facebook for free. Users can interact and affiliate as a fan of 
an institute or research group in the same way they interact with other user profiles. Once a 
fan of a research group on Facebook, users can then share information and knowledge with 
other researchers in that page (Facebook, 2010). 
 
3.3.2.2 Facebook Mobile 
Facebook Mobile enables users to communicate through Facebook in several ways on mobile 
phones, including text messages, multimedia messages, and Facebook‟s Mobile Site 
(Facebook, 2010). Therefore if the owner of an application needed to publish a post or 
notification on its user‟s walls at any time, this can be done from their internet ready mobile 
phone free of charge. 
 
3.3.2.3 Facebook Ads 
Facebook Ads is an ad system for groups or businesses for example to create a presence on 
Facebook, spread information virally and to target advertising to the exact audiences they 
want. Advertisers can target advertisements in the following ways: age, gender, location, 
interests, relationship status, activities, networks (colleges, universities) and many more 
(Facebook, 2010).  
What this means for this research is that it is possible to target, very closely, the intended 
audience which is required when looking for participants while conducting research. It also 
means that the researcher has numerous ways of communicating with its intended audience, 
whether the researcher is near a computer or not, on their mobile phone or iPhone. All this is 
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available even while their research tool is actively in operation and gathering data on 
Facebook‟s live environment. 
 
3.3.2.4 Applications using Facebook Connect 
There are various types of applications which can be developed for Facebook usability. These 
are explained in greater detail in the following section along with the Platform and services 
Facebook have available to develop these applications. An application can be built into the 
Facebook interface itself or also an application on an external website can be integrated into 
Facebook using Facebook Connect.  
 
Facebook Connect allows a user to bring their Facebook social graph to an external web site, 
(A social graph is a global mapping of people and how they relate to each other.) As more 
web sites begin supporting Facebook Connect, when users log into those sites with their 
Facebook credentials, they can see which of their friends have participated on that web site in 
some fashion, whether it be by commenting, rating, or writing a product review. Whatever 
the users do is also sent to Facebook and appears in the newsfeeds of all their friends. This 
allows users to share their activities on external web sites with their friends in Facebook, 
which inadvertently gives the site more exposure (Singh, 2009).  
 
3.4 Facebook Developer Platform 
The Facebook Developer Platform was added in May 2007. It provides a framework for third 
party developers to create applications that will interact with core Facebook features. The 
platform consists of five components: a markup language derived from HTML (Facebook 
Markup Language), a REST API for handling communication between Facebook and your 
application, a SQL-style language for interacting with Facebook data (Facebook Query 
Language), a scripting language (Facebook JavaScript), and a set of client libraries for 
different programming languages (Graham, 2008). These five core components of the 
Facebook developer platform will be discussed in more detail in the succeeding sections. 
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3.4.1 FBML 
FBML is an evolved subset of HTML with some elements removed, and others which have 
been added that are specific to Facebook (Facebook, 2010). FBML elements serve several 
purposes. Some of them retrieve data from Facebook‟s database. The attributes specify the 
data to be retrieved, and, when Facebook parses the FBML element, it returns the appropriate 
text. A developer often has the choice of using FBML elements or API calls. For example, if 
you use an FBML element to display a person‟s name, Facebook takes care of the retrieving 
the data and formatting it. An API call can also be used to retrieve information about a user 
which you can then format yourself (Feiler, 2008). 
 
Facebook provides a series of test consoles, one of which is the FBML Test Console. This is 
a very useful tool for developers to test their FBML tags before putting them into production. 
The FBML Test Console as seen in Figure 4 enables a developer to specify any profile ID, 
any application API key, and any set of HTML, FBJS and/or FBML code to see how 
Facebook will render it. When FBML code is entered and the developer clicks “preview” the 
browser output will be shown along with the rendered HTML and any errors for that output 
(Stay, 2008). 
 
 
Figure 4: FBML Test Console (Source: Facebook, 2010) 
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3.4.2 API 
The Facebook Application Programming Language (API) provides calls for authentication, to 
get information about users, users groups, friends, notifications, events and feeds. There are 
also API calls to update and retrieve the information contained in the profile box. 
 
There is also a test console available for developers to validate and test API requests called 
API Test Console as seen in Figure 5.  The API Test Console allows developers to pick an 
API call from a drop-down menu, specify any optional parameters and see the returned XML 
for their logged in users. It is useful for figuring out what will be returned from a given call to 
therefore write the code to handle it (Goldman, 2008). 
 
 
Figure 5: API Test Console (Source: Facebook, 2010) 
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3.4.3 FQL 
The Facebook Query Language (FQL) is a generic SQL-like query language used to retrieve 
data from the Facebook Platform. In many ways, FQL is one of the core components that 
other components (such as the Facebook API) build on top of (Gerakines, 2008). FQL is a 
way to query the same Facebook data you can access through the other API functions, but 
with a SQL-style interface. In fact, many of the normal API calls are simple wrappers for 
FQL queries. All of the usual privacy checks are still applied (Facebook, 2010). 
FQL is based on SQL, with a basic syntax like this: 
SELECT data FROM table WHERE condition 
 
An example of a subquery: requesting all of the friends of the current user who have added 
your application would look as follows: 
SELECT uid FROM user WHERE has_added_app=1 and uid IN 
(SELECT uid2 FROM friend WHERE uid1 = $user) 
 
Unlike SQL you are limited to retrieving data from a single table, but you can use subqueries 
so that you can access multiple tables (such as you do in SQL with a subquery for selecting 
which rows to retrieve), although the actual data can only be retrieved from a single table 
(Feiler, 2008). 
 
3.4.4 FBJS 
Facebook JavaScript (FBJS) is Facebook‟s solution if developers want to use JavaScript in 
their Facebook applications. FBJS is a very limited form of JavaScript, which Facebook has 
placed controls on to prevent malicious code in applications from accessing data it shouldn‟t. 
JavaScript in Facebook gets parsed and rewritten by Facebook before it is rendered for the 
user (Stay, 2008). 
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3.4.5 Client Libraries 
The Facebook Developer Platform provides many tools to access information, but it is the 
responsibility of the developer to provide their own business logic through some other 
language. Facebook facilitates this through “official” client libraries for both PHP and Java 
that provide convenient methods to access the Facebook application (Graham, 2008). 
However, as not all developers use PHP and Java exclusively, client libraries for the 
following languages were made available to help the rest of the programmers who want to 
develop their own application (Facebook, 2010): 
 ActionScript 
 ASP.NET 
 ASP (VBScript) 
 ColdFusion 
 C++ 
 C# 
 D 
 Emacs Lisp 
 Lisp 
 Perl 
 PHP 5 
 Python 
 Ruby 
 VB.NET 
 Windows Mobile 
 
3.4.6 Application Types 
The Facebook API which was explained in section, 3.4.2, can be used for external web 
applications, external desktop applications and internal web applications which will be 
differentiated in this section. According to Koska (2007), every application using the API has 
to authenticate itself and the user before information is exchanged between Facebook and the 
application. 
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1. External web applications: The user is redirected to Facebook, where he will 
authenticate himself using his user name and password. From there, he is sent back to 
the external web application with an authentication token. 
2. External desktop applications: The application has to request an authentication token 
from Facebook and then send the user to a login page in a browser (using the 
authentication token). As soon as the user successfully logged in, he can close the 
browser and work with the application. 
3. Internal web applications: The user is authenticated on the Facebook web site. The 
application is displayed from within the Facebook site in the canvas section of a users 
profile page. 
These are three options of the types of applications which a developer can build. The content 
or purpose of the applications would be entirely the choice of the developer. The prototype 
application developed for the purpose of this research is an external web application which 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.  
 
3.4.7 Developer Platform Statistics 
According to Facebook (2010) the following are its developer platform related statistics at 
time of writing this dissertation: 
 More than 70% of its users engage with Platform applications each month.  
 More than 500,000 active applications currently on Facebook Platform  
 More than 250 applications have more than one million monthly active users  
 More than 80,000 websites have implemented Facebook Connect since its general 
availability in December 2008  
 More than 60 million Facebook users engage with Facebook Connect on external 
websites every month  
 
The above statistics highlight the widespread proliferation of Facebook and its third party 
application services. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
Sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace, Flickr, and Twitter allow users to seek out 
friends and interact with them in different ways. Besides providing basic communication 
capabilities (email, instant messaging, and bulletin board writing), some sites also provide 
other genre of applications such as sharing documents, sending virtual gifts, or gaming. The 
type and number of applications has become unbounded, as popular sites such as Facebook 
and MySpace opened up their Developer Platforms, allowing external developers to create 
and launch their own applications. Facebook alone has over 500,000 active applications. One 
area of concern which has been highlighted is the ethical issues which may arise from using 
such sites as a method of research. It is necessary to investigate all areas of ethics such as 
informed consent, anonymity, privacy and confidentiality.   
 
This chapter aimed to examine existing literature on social networking sites and their ever 
increasing popularity and user base. Section 3.2 provided a short overview of social 
networking sites. Section 3.3 discussed the Facebook network giving a brief description of 
the ways in which it can be utilised to communicate with its user base. Section 3.4 examines 
the Facebook developer platform and its technologies available to build an application. 
Finally, Section 3.5 offers a conclusion to this chapter. 
 
The next Chapter takes the information researched from Chapter 2 on Research Methods and 
this Chapter on Social Networking Sites and combines this research to investigate the 
feasibility of using SNSs as a method of academic research.  
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4 INVESTIGATING SNS’S AS A RESEARCH TOOL: DEVELOPING 
A METHODOLOGY 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 discussed research methods and highlighted the weaknesses that researchers 
experience with current methods. Chapter 3 examined social networking sites and provided 
details of the Developer Platform and services available on Facebook. This Chapter unites 
knowledge gained from the two previous chapters to investigate if it is feasible for 
researchers to use SNS‟s as a tool for conducting academic research. Section 4.2 offers an 
overview. Section 4.3 examines the four research processes in relation to a SNS research 
method and Section 4.4 provides a list of the strengths and weaknesses of utilising SNS‟s as a 
research tool. Section 4.5 examines the term virality. Finally Section 4.6 offers a conclusion 
to the Chapter. 
 
4.2 Overview 
This research shifts the emphasis from research about SNS‟s to research through SNS‟s. Now 
that SNS‟s are settled into the market and public, they can be expanded on and developed 
further. They offer new ways for researchers to run surveys quickly, cheaply, and single-
handedly. Facebook is currently an ideal SNS for survey research, thanks to size (currently 
exceeding 400 million users worldwide), intensive use, and continuing growth.  Each 
Facebook user is directly linked to his or her personal “friends,” while also having access to 
membership in one or more of the 35 million Facebook groups that links millions of other 
users throughout the world.  Facebook groups are virtual communities linking people with 
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some shared interest, attribute, or cause.  Researchers can readily sample populations of 
interest by working through existing groups or creating new ones (Brickman-Bhutta, 2009).  
 
A paper by Christine Brickman-Bhutta was the only existing literature found on utilising 
SNSs for research (Brickman-Bhutta, 2009). Brickman-Bhutta‟s research focuses on 
surveying thousands of Catholics via Facebook. One of key findings in that paper was that 
SNS‟s are especially suited for snowball sampling of elusive subpopulations. The audience 
targeted for that research was restricted to baptised Roman Catholics. That research was very 
much focused and therefore is limited in its use for this dissertation. This dissertation 
proposes a broader, all-encompassing approach to investigating the use of SNS‟s as a 
research tool through implementing one‟s own application and targeting any number or type 
of users. 
  
4.3 The SNS Research Process 
Chapter 2 discussed The Academic Research Process. Those five processes were: (i) 
choosing a topic, (ii) thinking about methods, (iii) collecting data, (iv) analysing data and the 
fifth which was the findings and conclusions. This section aims to combine those four 
processes with the knowledge gained from the secondary research carried out on SNS‟s to 
discuss the four processes in relation to utilising SNSs as a research method.  
 
4.3.1 Choosing a Topic 
Defining a topic is the first and most important step in the research process. According to 
Howard and Sharp (1998),  
 “Until a topic has been selected the research cannot be said to be underway” 
 
However if the topic is poorly chosen or defined, it will adversely affect all other aspects of 
the research process. It is, therefore highly important to consider a number of factors before 
choosing a topic for a research project, which will ensure that the topic is manageable and 
suitable for the research at hand. While evaluating potential topics, one should continually 
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confirm that the topic is appropriate for its purpose. The size of the project must be kept in 
mind. A researcher must also ask „what are the requirements of the research and the amount 
of information needed to complete it? Does the proposed topic fulfil these requirements? 
(Polonsky & Waller, 2005). Other questions should be asked with regards to the feasibility of 
the topic and the time required in completing it. It is important that the topic chosen is 
feasible, that is, that the researcher is able to complete it or collect primary data (if this is 
required) to answer the question being asked. The researcher has to have the time to obtain 
enough information and undertake the research (Jankowicz, 1995). Is it feasible for the 
researcher to complete the research based on the chosen topic within the research submission 
deadline? How much time will be available to complete the data gathering and data analysis? 
SNS‟s can assist in overcoming this common concern with time. Where a postal survey or 
paper questionnaires requires a researcher to spend considerable amount of time doing tasks 
such as printing and posting, manual data entry and looking for responses, obtaining data 
through SNS‟s is easier easy and much less time consuming. SNSs are online and 
continuously live at all times and can continue to obtain data while the researcher focuses on 
other elements of their research such as literature reviews.    
 
Another area to consider is if the topic is too new, resources or existing literature may not be 
widely available. Are there other countries or regions to include when collecting data? 
Having the option to choose SNS‟s as the method of research can help to avoid these 
concerns. If the topic is new and the amount of existing literature is limited, similar to the 
research being carried out for this dissertation then SNS‟s open up many opportunities to get 
the views, opinions and knowledge other people may already have on the topic quickly and 
easily. SNSs can be used to a researcher‟s advantage. If people from other countries or 
regions are required to be included in ones research then this is also quickly overcome as 
researchers can target SNS users from anywhere in the world. The data collected can be 
queried based on a Facebook user‟s location using FQL for example, or the data can be 
imported into Microsoft Excel and the data sorted by location if required.  
 
Concerns and limitations experienced with current research methods that may have 
previously influenced or restricted researchers from choosing their preferred topic can now be 
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overcome in several cases. As demonstrated, if time available is a concern, if the topic is new 
with little existing literature to work with or if other countries or regions need to be included 
when collecting data, SNS‟s offer many methods in which researchers can overcome these 
concerns and limitations which current research methods are unable to fulfil.  
 
4.3.2 Thinking About Methods 
This process involves deciding on the correct research design for the project. The research 
design is the “framework or blueprint” for collecting the information needed for your project 
in the best possible way (Malhotra et al., 2002). The correct design will save resources and is 
also essential in allowing you to undertake valid and reliable research (Hedrick, Bickman, & 
Rog, 1993). 
 
When choosing to utilise SNS‟s as a research tool, the researcher will need to decide on the 
method with which to use them. Chapter 3 highlighted ways in which Facebook can be 
utilised to communicate with its users. Those methods are readily available through 
Facebook‟s interface. However researchers also have the option to develop their very own 
specialised research tool using the Facebook Developer Platform discussed in section 3.4. An 
example includes the design of an online survey integrated into the Facebook interface or 
creating it as an external webpage and incorporating Facebook Connect to provide a login 
method via a Facebook account.  An online survey is just one of many approaches a 
researcher could choose from when implementing their own unique research tool.  
 
A researcher could implement whatever form of research tool or application they feel would 
best obtain the data they require. The author‟s suggestions and ideas for other SNS research 
methods include an opinion poll, questionnaire, interactive test, game, and quizzes. These are 
by no means exhaustive or imaginative; a researcher can be as imaginative and creative as 
they like when developing their own research tool for SNS‟s, this is something which current 
research methods do not provide. The researcher‟s main focus however should be to develop 
their research tool whatever form is best for obtaining the data they require.  
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SNS‟s ultimately gives researchers the freedom to be creative when designing their research 
tool through the use of audio, colours, logos and images. Researchers have the opportunity to 
have fun with the design process and create surveys for example that are visually pleasing 
and stimulating in content. The choices are endless. The research tool could be made as fun 
or informative as they wish even offering incentives to its users to make it more attractive to 
obtain additional users and assist in future participation by respondents. Where standard 
online surveys provide options for creating the questions such as single and multiple 
textboxes, matrix of choices questions and likert scales, SNS‟s would support many more 
features such as interactive ratings scales and photo tagging. Creating effective SNS 
applications does not have to be an intimidating task. Researchers can design research tools 
to gather specific data as accurately as possible.  
 
Implementation of strategies is advised to increase the tool‟s response rate by creating clear 
and brief questions, by providing concise instructions, and by indicating how the information 
collected will be handled. Response rate is affected by ease of completion, ease of response, 
sensitivity, length, interest and incentive. 
 
Researchers should also bear in mind that the Facebook Developer Platform includes a 
number of “integration points”, which can be used to tie an application into the everyday life 
of Facebook users. These integration points include: canvas, profile box, left navigation, 
requests, email, notifications and news feeds. Simple maths: the more points you hit, the 
more people will see your application. The more people who see the application, means the 
more who will add it (Goldman, 2008). The more people who add it, the more responses a 
researcher will obtain for their research.  
 
A research tool should therefore be implemented with those elements in mind to assist in 
obtaining an adequate number of users from which to gather data from. This research offers a 
modest attempt to exploit the features SNS‟s have to offer for research. Chapter 5 
demonstrates in great detail how the development of a SNS application is carried out.  
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4.3.3 Collecting Data 
At this stage in the research process, researchers will have developed their research 
application or utilised one of the various SNS‟s services and began the process of gathering 
participants and obtaining data for their research. Researchers will be monitoring their user 
count and determining if extra measures need to be taken to obtain more users. Do they need 
to target other countries or specific age groups? Are there existing groups which could be 
targeted that their research would benefit from? By working through social networks, 
researchers will be able to reach a population that is difficult to reach through conventional 
research methods. 
 
Over thirty-seven years ago, Mark Granovetter (1973) illustrated how weak ties transmit 
information more quickly and more diffusely than do strong ties.   Those to “whom we are 
weakly tied are more likely to move in different circles from our own and thus will have 
access to information different from that which we receive”.  Weak ties are the bridges 
between small clusters of close friends, linking us together to form an elaborate web of social 
relationships.  
 
SNS‟s offers researchers a way to capitalize on the strength of these weak ties.  According to 
Facebook‟s internal statistics, the average user has 130 friends. While some of these 
relationships constitute “strong ties,” the vast majorities are acquaintances, old friends from 
school or college or co-workers.  Thirty-five million Facebook groups also exist, linking 
users to millions of other people they do not even know. Starting with one or more groups or 
networks, researchers can create snowball samples by gathering respondents via links to 
additional friends, groups, and networks.  To illustrate the potential of this simple approach, 
consider the result achieved by one enterprising Facebook user who created a group called 
“Six Degrees of Separation: The Experiment.” In order to maximize the number of group 
members, he invited all his friends to join and encouraged all of them to do likewise ad 
infinitum (Brickman-Bhutta, 2009). The group currently has more than six million users 
(Facebook, 2010).  
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4.3.3.1 Virality 
A popular buzzword among SNS‟s since their proliferation is virality. Virality is a term 
which refers to the spread of information through SNS‟s and the applications integrated into 
them in the same way that viruses causing disease spread. Because of the links among friends 
in Facebook, information can spread in this way. Speaking about virality, Jesse Feiler (2008) 
suggests the adoption of new Facebook applications can be phenomenally fast in this 
environment, in part, because as one person adds an application, that news can be passed 
along to friends automatically and they choose to add the application themselves.  
 
How can a high-quality application leverage its social integration to spread organically? It is 
necessary to note that this organic, viral spread is not all there is to the social component it is 
merely a contributing part of an application's social functionality. Most importantly, the 
application's viral nature should be intrinsic given its functionality, not something merely 
tacked on as an otherwise-unrelated distribution mechanism. It offers a way to expose utility 
to relevant users (Jones, 2007). 
 
If an applications viral nature encroaches on their recipients too much, they will be perceived 
as a nuisance or spam and their negative utility to the recipient will outweigh their positive 
utility to the application and (potentially) the sender. Viral messages should be embedded in 
the appropriate places and presented as information that a user has the option of consuming, 
rather than as an action or request that the user feels an obligation to address. Therefore a 
kind of passive virality is better for recipients than active virality: they get the information if 
they want it, but if it is undesired, the cost is insignificant (Jones, 2007). For example, 
Facebook applications that require users to invite n friends before experiencing the 
application utilise active virality for both the sender (inviting friends) and the recipient 
(responding to invitations). 
 
There are two things that matter to making a research tool a success: getting users to return 
frequently and getting users to invite their friends (virality). 
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4.3.3.2 FarmVille: Facebook’s Most Popular Application  
A perfect straightforward example of an application which has benefited greatly from virality 
and its spread throughout Facebook users is FarmVille. FarmVille is a real-time sim-farm 
online game developed by Zynga, available as an application on Facebook. The game allows 
users to control a virtual farm by planting, growing and harvesting their own virtual crops, 
trees, and livestock. FarmVille has become the most popular game application on Facebook 
with over 83 million players as of March 2010. It launched only nine months previously in 
June 2009 (Facebook, 2010). 
 
By connecting a game like this to SNS‟s such as Facebook, people in a user‟s friends list can 
see each other‟s progress in these games. The game also cleverly pushes a socialist agenda by 
delivering messages to the friends of Farmville users to entice them into playing the game. 
 
FarmVille is a perfect demonstration of how quickly applications can spread through SNS‟s, 
obtaining a huge amount of users. With the correct design and consideration for concerns, 
such as those provided in Table 2 like validity, reliability and sampling, researchers have the 
opportunity to create a very successful research tool. A successful research tool will mean 
different things for different researchers. For some it may be to obtain a huge quantity of 
participants to take part in a poll for example. User demographics and details may not be the 
focus of a poll, where as their opinion on the poll question is. For others a successful research 
tool may be targeting a specific type of SNS user, from a specific location or age range to 
participate in their research tool to obtain their knowledge and user data to contribute to the 
body of their research. 
 
Given their population, types of data involved, and ease with which the information can be 
collected, with 400 million active users on Facebook, even if only 0.5% percent of its users 
engage in a researcher‟s application then they still have 2 million users interacting with the 
research tool. 
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SNS‟s allow researchers or application owners to access a huge quantity of data about its 
users and its user‟s friends. Owners of a Facebook application for example can query the 
Facebook API to obtain information about its users such as: age, gender, current status, 
location and much more. This opportunity opens up a huge door for researchers in terms of 
the vast amount of information readily available to collect and use. 
 
4.3.4 Analysing Data 
This process involves the analysis and interpretation of the data that was gathered. The 
analysis can be left until the end of the data collection process. The interpretation of the 
analysis will bring out the meaning of the data and convert the data into useful information. 
This will give the information to answer the research objectives and overall research problem. 
When the data has been analysed clear recommendations can be established based on the 
current research. 
 
Statistics has its value in objectively summarising and thereby illuminating relationships 
within the data (Grove et al., 1996). As a tool for interpreting data, the appropriate statistical 
analysis for a study depends on both the research design and the way researchers collected 
and recorded the data. Statistically analysing poor, inadequate, or inappropriate data will not 
yield useful results. Furthermore, the statistics must be interpreted by a researcher who has a 
feel for the data and for the hypotheses being tested. Once researchers have interpreted their 
data, they must then make sense of it (Grove et al., 1996). 
 
There are two possible mediums with which data from an SNS application is stored. 
Researchers will have access to this data at any time and when they begin their analyses. The 
data is stored in: the researcher‟s own database at the back-end of the application and the 
SNS‟s own storage.  
 
A benefit of using SNS‟s is their dynamic quality. As soon as a respondent completes the 
survey or quiz or whatever the tool is which the researcher has developed, his/her response 
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gets stored immediately. The data which gets stored in the application database (if the 
researcher implemented one) will depend on how the database was created, the tables it 
contains and what attributes or values it looks for. Researchers would create their own 
database if obtaining data such as answers from a survey or questionnaire. Data also gets 
stored by the SNS. Facebook for example provides a metrics tool called Insights. These are 
metrics of an applications usage and its users. This is data which a database may not be 
configured or have access to store. 
 
Facebook‟s Insights metrics tool can be seen in Figure 1 below. This Insights tool allows 
researchers to collect and analyse application interactions and overall quality of their 
application‟s content. It gives access to the number of general interactions on an application, 
such as number of page views, wall posts, fans and other basic interactions. The number of 
discussion posts, Likes, video plays, photos viewed, links, related notes, and any other 
interactive forums input is also tracked, as well as the gender and age breakdown of those 
users. Powerful reporting and insight tools are provided free to the owners of the research 
tool created. On a cumulative and week-over-week basis, these granular reports will measure 
reach (e.g., impressions, clicks), viral impact (e.g., fan adds), responder insights (e.g., gender 
and age), and engagement (e.g., video plays and wall posts) of visitors to the research tool 
(Facebook, 2010). 
 
A prototype application was developed for the purpose of this dissertation. The application is 
called The Research Book Tracker and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.  Figure 1 
illustrates the metrics Facebook generated of the number of API calls from the prototype 
application over: the past day, seven days and 30 days. Other usage statistics can also be 
viewed such as the number of monthly active users (MAU), total users, wall posts and 
reviews. This illustration is provided to demonstrate the possible types of data that can be 
collected.  
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Figure 6:  API call metrics provided by Facebook (Source: author‟s application on Facebook). 
 
Figure 6 illustrates the metric tool available from Facebook and a sample of one of many 
options available under the „usage‟ tab at the top. Other metrics available to view under the 
usage tab include canvas page views, unique canvas page views, active users (engagement), 
active users (API) and more. There are five other tabs containing a huge amount of data 
which Facebook instantly calculates according to the application. These tabs are: HTTP 
request, Allocations, User response, Features and Application profile. 
 
Researchers have a large quantity of data available to them through these tabs. The 
Application profile for example tracks activity of an application or page. To demonstrate this, 
Figure 7 below illustrates the many options available under this tab. No data of any kind such 
as demographic data was available to aid in this illustration due to the application being a 
prototype. Facebook has a requirement of having at least 10 fans of the application before it 
can provide data. 
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Figure 7: Application profile metrics (Source: author‟s application on Facebook). 
 
The application profile metrics available are: page views, unique views, total interactions, 
wall posts, fans, new fans, removed fans, photo views, audio plays and video plays. 
Researchers can analyse these metrics and make clear recommendations. Patterns may unfold 
in the metrics that could assist researchers in their research. For example metrics may be 
unusually low or non-existent for certain items or features of their application compared to 
others which have high usage. A researcher may then decide their research tool, the data they 
obtain and the response rate would benefit more if the area which has low metric data was 
altered or removed.  
 
The Insights tool offers such a range metrics that Researchers can easily use to their 
advantage to improve their research tool and the response rate received. Researchers can send 
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out notifications or updated to their users which they require feedback on. Figure 8 
demonstrates how this would be done. 
 
 
Figure 8: Demonstration of sending an update to users (Source: author‟s application on Facebook). 
 
Researchers can send notifications and updates to all the applications users or specify the 
audience they wish to target their updates to by location, age, and gender. Any country or 
region can be selected; therefore if the researcher requires feedback for their research from a 
specific country, gender or age group they have the chose to target the specified population. 
This is a key finding in terms of the issue with sampling as highlighted in Chapter 2. Section 
2.4.2 on sampling and selection highlighted that one needs to be able to obtain data from a 
smaller group or subset of the total population in such a way that the knowledge gained is 
representative of the total population (however defined) under study. SNS‟s provide ways to 
target a certain sample of the population as just demonstrated. 
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To be able to analyse this data it must first of all be produced in a format that can be easily 
analysed. If it was a large survey tool developed, statistical software is the easiest and most 
efficient method to use. The analysis can be quick and efficient, with most software packages 
producing well presented graphs, pie charts and tables which can be used for the final report. 
Data from Facebook‟s Insights tool can be easily exported as a CSV or a Microsoft Excel 
(.xls) formatted file. Reports can be created on the respondents demographics for example. 
Facebook provides the option to specify a date range which the data should be pulled from 
and it also allows specifying the file type with which the data can be formatted to. SNS‟s 
facilitate the chores of data management which are tedious and subject to error when done 
manually; they make the analytic process more „transparent‟ and reviewable: and they offer 
support for new approaches to analysis or approaches which would be very cumbersome if 
done manually (Henry, 1999). 
 
For quantitative data analysis, issues of validity and reliability are important. Quantitative 
researchers endeavour to show that their chosen methods succeed in measuring what they 
purport to measure. Researchers want to make sure that their measurements are stable and 
consistent and that there are no errors or bias present, either from the respondents or from the 
researcher. The issues of validity and reliability are discussed throughout this dissertation and 
listed in Chapter 6 under the Recommendations section. 
 
4.4 Strengths and Weaknesses 
The previous section explored the potential of using SNS‟s to conduct research, and all the extra 
features that they would have. This section focuses on evaluating their use in terms of both 
potential strengths and weaknesses. These will be listed in two separate tables.  
 
The strengths of an SNS research tool are listed clearly and concisely in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Strengths of a SNS Research Tool (Source: Authors own table) 
As Table 3 illustrates, quite a number of potential strengths have been identified in utilising 
SNS‟s for conducting research. Within the list of strengths are: access to a larger population, 
endless design options, and the cost and time benefits. Researchers will find these as major 
advantages over conventional research methods and potentially afford the creation of credible 
and trustworthy data to contribute to their overall research project. These four highlighted 
strengths highlight just a few of the benefits this method has over the weaknesses of current 
research methods as identified in Chapter 2.  
•Access to a large population in different geographic areas. It enables a wider 
and much larger population to be accessed, at any time, from any place.
•Time efficiency. It reduces the time it takes to distribute, gather and process 
data (data entered onto a SNS research tool can be processed automatically as 
soon as they are entered by the respondent rather than being keyed in later by 
the researcher.
•Cost benefits. It reduces costs (e.g. of postage, paper, printing, interviewer 
costs, keying in data, processing data).
•Because of volunteer participation (i.e. an absence of coercion), greater 
authenticity of responses may be obtained.
•Data Collection and Data Analyses automatically done by SNS's.
•Respondents can complete it at a time to suit themselves.
•Human error is reduced in entering and processing SNS data.
•Endless design options. Additional features may make the tool or application 
attractive (e.g. graphics, colours, fonts, audio, media and so on). Can truly 
present well laid out and visually pleasing research tool designs.
•The programming of a research tool can have many benefits such as easier to 
use for skip logic and randomisation of answer choices.
•SNS’s are also dynamic, which means they can provide statistical results on an 
immediate basis.
•Greater generalisability may be obtained as social network site users come 
from a wide and diverse population.
Strengths of an SNS Research Tool
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The weaknesses of an SNS research tool are listed clearly and concisely in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Weaknesses of a SNS Research Tool (Source: Authors own table) 
Table 4 illustrates the weaknesses that SNS‟s may poise if utilised for academic research. 
These were identified during the progress of this dissertation research. Among the listed 
weaknesses are: developer skills and technical issues. If a researcher wants to develop his or 
her own research tool with which to integrate with SNS service, a certain level of previous 
knowledge and experience with a programming language, database and web hosting 
fundamentals will be required. This is a drawback and will have an impact on the number of 
researchers, especially from a non-computing background for example that will choose to 
•Limited to accessing the population online and with SNS accounts.
•Developer skills. A certain level of developer skills required to implement own 
application from scratch. However no previous skills required to create a Fan 
page or Network on Facebook for example.
•Technical issues. Potential technical glitches that may arise on the applications 
end, on Facebook’s end, on the respondent’s end, or at any step in between.
•The layout and readability of research tool content can vary across hardware 
and software. 
•Validity and Reliabilty. Little or no testing has been carried out  as of yet to 
evaluate the validty and reliability of a SNS research tool.
•Sampling Issues. Relatively little may be known about the characteristics of 
people in online communities, aside from some basic demographic variables, 
and even this information may be questionable (Dillman, 2000; Stanton, 1998).
•Ethical Issues. Consumption of profile data of users and their friends. 
Applications can get access to this data without explicit user consent or 
knowledge, as the only consent obtained is from those adding the application 
(Besmer, 2009).
•Trustworthiness:
•Participant or SNS user not who say they are.
•Cheating (e.g. using websites to look up answers).
•Participant takes test multiple times - may skew research results. 
•Non-response or non use of the research tool.
•No researchers present to clarify questions or content of their research tool.
Weaknesses of an SNS Research Tool
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implement their own research tool. This does not restrict all opportunities to use SNS for 
academic research however, as SNS‟s have many more features and services to offer that 
require no development skills and are very straight forward to set up and configure.  The 
creation of a fan page or a network is examples of this.  
 
Validity, reliability, sampling and ethics are also listed as weaknesses of this research 
method. These were identified in Chapter 2 as the four most essential elements to be 
considered to attain credible, trustworthy and authentic research. At this early stage of 
investigating the feasibility of using SNS‟s as a tool for academic research, and with the 
timeframe limitations of this dissertation, these elements are listed as weaknesses. Chapter 6 
lists these under Recommendations for future study. 
 
Another weakness worth highlighting is that access to the researchers target audience is 
limited in two ways. This research method has limited access to: (i) the population with 
internet access and (ii) among that population, those that are active users of SNS‟s. 
 
Tables 3 and 4 were produced by the author during this dissertation research. The 
experimentation with developing the prototype application and conducting an online survey, 
both of which are discussed in detail in the next Chapter, assisted in the creation of these 
tables. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
The recent proliferation of online social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter and 
MySpace, has provided researchers with developer platforms and services to develop their 
own research tool for carrying out academic research. The number of users on these sites is 
growing and the range of users is expanding, which will continue to broaden the 
opportunities for using SNSs as a research tool. Whether or not Facebook continues along its 
current trajectory, social networking is certain to grow and so too are the opportunities it 
affords for faster, less expensive, and better research.  
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While SNS‟s offer many potential advantages in terms of time and cost, researchers should 
also be aware of the weaknesses and limitations of carrying out research through SNS‟s, 
especially with regards to representativeness of the sample, access to the population online 
only and those with a SNS account. The principles of good research have not changed even 
though the technology available may have advanced.  
 
This Chapter explored the rational of using SNS‟s as a research method. Section 4.1 provided 
an overview while highlighting the only existing literature identified on research through 
SNS‟s as opposed to on SNS‟s. Section 4.3 examined the four research processes in relation 
to a SNS research method and Section 4.4 provided a list of the strengths and weaknesses of 
utilising SNS‟s as a research tool. Section 4.5 examined the term virality and highlighted an 
ideal application to demonstrate virality. Finally Section 4.6 offered a conclusion to the 
Chapter. 
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5 POTENTIAL USE OF SNS’s IN ACADEMIC RESEARCH: SURVEY 
AND PROTOTYPE APPLICATION 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 discussed and investigated the potential use of SNSs as a research tool. This 
Chapter will build on the secondary research carried out for Chapters 2 and 3 on Research 
Methods and Social Networking Sites and discusses the methodologies used to conduct the 
primary research of this dissertation along with the results obtained from them. 
  
Within Chapter 5, section 5.2 discusses in detail the approach taken to implement a prototype 
application with SNS functionality and provides an overview of its front and back end. 
Section 5.3 outlines the results gathered from an online survey.  Section 5.4 provides a 
conclusion to the Chapter. 
 
The two methodologies used for this dissertation is an online survey and a prototype 
application. Prior to the creation of the survey and the process of deciding on the questions 
the survey should contain, it was necessary to become acquainted with the services available 
to developers using the Facebook Developer platform. These are the services which have 
already been discussed in section 3.3.2. The author wanted to become educated on how the 
services could be utilised to implement a research tool to gather data and obtain participants 
through SNSs. The best way to do this was to obtain some firsthand experience with 
developing an application with Facebook services integrated into it. By accomplishing this, 
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and succeeding at the development of the application, clearer background knowledge of 
many areas involved in the implementation of an application with Facebook functionality was 
gained. These areas include the development tools, programming languages and client 
libraries, documentation resources and Facebook services along with the cost and time it took 
to implement it. This experimentation provided an understanding of the computer literacy and 
development skills required to be capable of implementing such a tool similar to the 
application which has been developed. 
 
5.2 Application: Experimentation with Facebook Integration 
This section will provide the reader with an overview of the application implemented. It 
begins by listing the required actions in the early stages before development began. The 
environment in which to develop the application needed to be built and configured. A 
thorough research through Facebook‟s online documentation and other available resources 
such as developer forums and wiki‟s was conducted.  It was understood after conducting the 
research that the following would be required to have a fully operable environment: 
 
1. A web server to host the application, one which supports PHP, MySQL, and 
memcached.  
2. A MySQL database. 
3. Text editor and/or development applications such as Adobe Flex. 
4. A Facebook account 
5. Facebook Developer application added to the Facebook account. 
6. Facebook‟s official client library depending on the programming language being 
used. 
  
5.2.1 Initial Steps in the Application Development 
It was decided to emulate and implement the prototype application on the Facebook 
Developer Platform, discussed in Chapter 3, as that is currently the most active application 
platform, and by using Facebook‟s API which allows access to a greater amount of user data 
than other social networks. To utilise these, it was necessary to add the Facebook Developer 
application to which provides profiles with access to the services to begin developing a 
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Facebook application. The relevant Facebook client library was required depending on the 
language chosen to develop in. PHP programming language was chosen for this research 
project.  
 
PHP was chosen for a number of reasons which include: PHP is among Facebook‟s list of 
official client libraries and the author had some previous basic knowledge of PHP. Being able 
to utilise their official client libraries avoids having to write additional code to utilise 
Facebook‟s API. PHP is open source and can be implemented with MySQL the open source 
database.  The choice of programming language was also influenced by time and cost. 
Having previous basic experience with PHP would reduce the time required to learn the 
basics. Also as PHP is open source and can be implemented with an open source database 
this reduced costs on software required for implementation.  The author also identified a php 
tutorial available online which had a similar infrastructure and used it as a starting point to 
assist in the final development of the application (Facebook, 2010). 
 
Therefore Facebook‟s official PHP client library was downloaded and installed on the chosen 
web hosting site where the application is hosted from. The next step was to set up a new 
application in Facebook, which required a list of information to be entered such as the 
application name and description, developer details, callback URL (the http link to the server 
where the application will be hosted), canvas page URL (address where the application lives 
on Facebook) and more. Figure 9 illustrates one of a number of configuration pages which 
are required to set up a new application.  
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Figure 9: New Facebook application configuration pages (Source: Author‟s application) 
 
 
Facebook then generated what‟s called an API key and Secret key which is specific to the 
new application. This is required for the communication between the application server and 
the Facebook server. Figure 10 displays the information that Facebook provides with the API 
and secret key which was generated for the prototype application.  
 
 
Figure 10: Generated API key and secret key details (Source: Author‟s application) 
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All the code involved with implementing the application can be viewed in Appendix A. The 
API and secret key will be seen included in the config.php file in Appendix A in the 
following format  
<?php 
$callback_url     = 'http://msc.fionaredmond.com/researchbooktracker/'; 
$api_key         = '58c38219779c02a5761c6ec87e07b67b'; 
$api_secret      = '50929b906b9335b8b1e1dbb3d7ef8206'; 
 
It is important to highlight at this early stage that the main motivation in implementing this 
simple prototype application was to gain an understanding of how to utilise Facebook‟s 
services and to investigate the opportunities it brings to researchers to obtain users and gather 
data. The content or purpose of the application was not the main focus.  A researcher using 
this research method would have the opportunity to develop any kind of application required 
for their data collection.  
 
The following example offers an explanation of how a researcher may do this. A researcher 
could implement an online survey in just the same way that this prototype application has 
been implemented. A researcher could implement their application any way they desire and 
in a way which they feel would gather the data they want. If a researcher feels they require 
audio or graphics, interactive rating scales or even just a simple poll, they have full control 
over how they can design and implement their research tool. A real-time research project 
using this method would also have the opportunity to submit their application to Facebook. 
Facebook would then approve the application and add it to the Facebook application 
directory. The application directory is a search engine where Facebook‟s current 400 million 
users are free to search for any application within its directory listings and add them to their 
profiles. As it was a prototype application which was developed for this dissertation, it was 
unnecessary to submit it to Facebook. Facebook would not sign off on the prototype as it is 
not a fully working application. An application submitted and approved by Facebook gives 
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researchers the opportunity to easily recruit users for their study and provide an extremely 
realistic user experience.  
 
5.2.2 Application Front-End 
The prototype application developed for the purpose of this dissertation is shown in Figure 
11. The application is called The Research Book Tracker. This simple prototype provides 
researchers with an online tool to keep track of books they read during their research on one 
easy accessible location. This application gives researchers a tool to keep track of book 
details such as the book titles; authors name and the date which they wish to take note of for 
future reference. The application was implemented as an external web application which was 
discussed in section 3.4.6 using Facebook‟s API.  
 
 
Figure 11: Prototype application interface (Source: Author‟s application) 
 
A researcher visits the external webpage where the application is hosted when they want to 
enter details of a book to keep track of. The user is required to log in to access their account. 
The prototype interface was implemented with two options to login, by registering an 
account, or by logging in with a Facebook account using Facebook Connect. The login 
method which will be focused on for the purpose of this dissertation is the option to login 
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with a Facebook account using Facebook Connect. The option to register for an account is 
simply to illustrate how an existing website may integrate the additional login feature of 
Facebook eradicating the need to create a new user account. When the user clicks on the 
Facebook button „Connect with Facebook‟, the user is presented with a Facebook popup 
window as displayed in Figure 12, where the researcher will authenticate themselves using 
their existing Facebook account credentials. From there, the user is sent back to the external 
web application with an authentication token, giving the application access to their real 
profile information to add to the interface.  
 
If the researcher does not have a Facebook account yet the popup window gives them the 
option to click on „Sign up for Facebook‟ where they will be redirected to set up a Facebook 
account first before interacting with the application.  
 
 
Figure 12: Connect with Facebook (Source: Facebook, 2010) 
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The goal of The Research Book Tracker is to allow researchers within the same domain (i.e., 
belonging to the same Facebook research group or network) to share and compare their 
research profile consisting of book titles and authors they have read and/or find other 
researchers in their area may also find relevant for their research study, and so on.  
 
It is visible in Figures 13 where the book titles, author‟s names and the dates they were 
recently added can be seen. Figure 13 also demonstrates the ability for users to see which 
friends or fellow researchers have also added The Research Book Tracker application to their 
Facebook profile and the books they have added to their profile. It allows users of the 
application to visualise and explore researcher‟s collaborations graphically, which can be 
very useful for the newcomers in their research group or field. 
 
 
Figure 13: Screen to enter new books, view recently read and Friends feeds (Source: author) 
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The user also has the option to publish their recently read books to their Facebook profile 
wall and news feeds. This gives users additional opportunities and ways to share and notify 
their friends of their recent book entries. What this means for the application is it also gives 
access to users profile pages to send out notifications and updates. This in turn attracts new 
members to join and add the application. The term virality which has already been discussed 
in Chapter 4 suggests it is through links among friends that applications like this quickly 
spread and become popular in SNSs.  
 
When logging out of the application, the user selects „Logout of Facebook‟ in the top right-
hand corner next to their Facebook profile picture. Logging out includes logging out of the 
application itself and also terminating their current authenticated session with Facebook. The 
user is informed of the termination of both sessions. This is illustrated in Figure 14 below. 
 
 
Figure 14: Logging out of both the external web site and Facebook (Source: Facebook, 2010) 
 
5.2.3 Application Back-end and Data Collection 
The front-end and features of the application have been discussed so this section will now 
focus on the back-end to demonstrate what data is collected and how it is stored. This is an 
important aspect of any research tool for researchers, the data which is collected. Chapter 2 
highlighted data collection as one of the major weaknesses with current traditional research 
methods. Researchers must collect new data to enhance and contribute to the body of 
knowledge. 
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A database was created using MySQL. The database consists of two tables called „users‟ and 
„books‟. The users table stores details such as the Facebook user id and email address. The 
books table stores details such as the book title and author name. The SQL used to create 
these tables and the full attributes they contain can be viewed in Appendix A. 
 
When a user of The Research Book Tracker logs in to the application using their Facebook 
account, and enters details of a book they have read recently, the database stores the data 
including the data pulled from the Facebook server such as the users Facebook profile ID in 
the following way, as shown in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: Sample screen of application database storing user‟s details (Source: Author) 
 
The application developed utilises only one of many integration points Facebook has to offer 
which were discussed in Chapter 3. Researchers have the opportunity to weave their own 
applications deeper into Facebook to not only provide their participants with a richer 
experience but to continually accumulate more participants to take part in their research tool. 
 
5.2.4 Reflection on Experience Gained 
Implementing the prototype application and successfully integrating Facebook services has 
provided the author with a clear understanding of the technical skills which would be 
required from a researcher to implement their own research tool. The majority of time taken 
to implement the prototype application was spent in the initial research and planning. Many 
weeks were spent learning the features, technologies, languages and architecture of a 
Facebook application. This was done through reading, following tutorials found online, and 
searching forums to overcome many of the difficulties experienced as a novice developer. 
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Facebook maintains its documentation on its Developer site, as well as a wiki with the nitty-
gritty details of Platform (API calls, FBML tags, FBJS, FQL tables, Platform policy etc.) 
along with a forum with user contributed content. 
 
The skills required to build the front-end include similar requirements as if building a 
traditional website. A solid knowledge of HTML or XHTML along with an understanding of 
cascading style sheets (CSS). Although some HTML would be replaced with FBML, one 
would still be required to be able to build the structure around those tags and understand how 
they work. Depending on the type of research tool being built, one would need to know 
JavaScript or Ajax if doing any dynamic interface elements, along with Adobe Flash of 
Microsoft Silverlight if adding in any animations, audio or video for example(Goldman, 
2008). From the author‟s experience, it is advised to choose a programming language that has 
a client library for Facebook‟s API such as PHP.  
 
The skills required for the back-end of the application would include some knowledge of 
databases and using MySQL or Oracle for example. The application would live on the 
researchers own server rather than being hosted on Facebook‟s server. This gives a researcher 
a huge amount of flexibility in terms of how to architect and develop the back-end to store 
the research data. 
 
As previously mentioned, the motivation behind developing the application was for a clearer 
understanding of Facebook developer services and not the application content. Therefore it 
was decided not to pay too much attention on the actual code. Instead the code can be viewed 
in Appendix A.  
 
5.3 Online Survey: Current Methods used and views on Potential of SNS’s  
An online survey was distributed to a variety of researchers. These include lecturers and 
students from three colleges and one university in Ireland. The three colleges were Waterford 
Institute of Technology (WIT), the Institute of Technology Tralee (ITT) and Dublin Institute 
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of Technology (DIT). The university was Trinity College Dublin (TCD). Researchers from 
various employments such as the Health Service Executive (HSE) are among those who were 
also targeted. The reason behind those who were targeted is discussed in the next section. The 
survey was anonymous and a small portion of demographic data was collected. The overall 
goal of the survey was to obtain an overview of the most commonly used methods for 
research and individual experiences using them. It also aimed to collect views on the usage of 
SNSs and on the potential use of SNSs as a research tool. 
 
The survey was sent to the target audience by email. The email introduced the survey topic to 
the respondents before providing the URL link to access the survey. The survey was open for 
the duration of one week, Friday to Friday, after this the survey was closed and the results 
obtained were frozen. 73 completed responses were obtained during this week. Three 
submissions contained mainly empty spaces; only the first three questions were answered the 
rest were left blank. Therefore, three responses were discounted. The remaining 70 responses 
were used in the analysis. 
 
5.3.1 Target Audience 
Only respondents affiliated with research were asked to take the survey. Therefore 
undergraduates, postgraduates, research groups were among those targeted. For the reliability 
of the survey results, it was essential to target an audience who had past or present experience 
with conducting research. This meant that it was possible to get a clear understanding of the 
commonly used methods among researchers, how the researchers rated that method in terms 
of the success of their own research and if they attained the desirable response rate. It was 
also essential to determine how many of those researchers actually use SNSs and if not for 
what reason. A number of postgraduates in one university and three institutes of technology 
around Ireland with which to target were identified. These were Trinity College Dublin 
(TCD), Waterford Institute of Technology (WIT), the Institute of Technology Tralee (ITT) 
and DIT.  Additional postgraduates, past undergraduates and research groups who were 
willing to participate were also identified in varied employment around Ireland such as the 
HSE.  
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5.3.2 Survey Design 
The survey questionnaire contained thirty questions: an initial set of demographic questions, 
a section on previous research and research methods experience; a set of questions on SNSs 
(to ascertain the respondents‟ current usage and familiarity to using them); and, next, 
Facebook-related questions. Specifically, respondents were asked to answer questions about 
their usage, their knowledge, and their attitudes towards SNSs in general and Facebook in 
particular. Finally, the survey requested the respondent‟s views on using SNSs to obtain 
participants for research such as a survey and the likelihood of them using Facebook for 
research. The survey can be found in Appendix B. 
 
The survey included an introductory page at the beginning informing of the purpose of the 
survey and it concluded with a thank you page at the end. The survey contained a mixture of 
question types. Among these were open-ended and closed-ended questions. Rating scales 
such as the likert rating scale were also added along with balanced and unbalanced rating 
scales.  Non-applicable (“N/A”) and “I don‟t know” answer choices were provided for the 
majority of rating scale questions. By allowing respondents to opt out due to non-familiarity 
with the question or if it does not apply to their situation, it was felt this would increase the 
response rate and quality of the data collected.  
 
The survey was programmed so that respondents received somewhat different questions 
depending on their answers as they progressed through the survey. For example if a 
respondent responded „I don‟t have any‟ to the question regarding which SNS accounts they 
have accounts with, then the respondent was not asked to answer questions regarding how 
much time was spent on SNS sites a week or how many friends they currently have. Instead 
they were automatically redirected to the section following that. The survey was also 
programmed to require an answer for all questions before being able to proceed to the next 
set of questions.  
 
An online survey was chosen as opposed to a traditional paper survey. It was necessary to 
conduct the research in a similar medium as this dissertation is evaluating and analysing, an 
online SNS research tool. The web-based survey software (Survey Monkey) used to create 
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the survey also added many more features that were beneficial to this research that a 
traditional survey method would not provide. An example of this includes the function which 
displays the respondent‟s progress through the survey questions, giving them feedback on 
their progress and how long they have left to complete the survey. For the researcher, it gives 
them accurate feedback on the length of time taken for completion. This helps when 
designing the survey to make sure the survey is not too long and could cause respondents to 
get bored and close out of the survey mid-completion. There are many more benefits to 
choosing to use an online survey: respondents can respond immediately, savings on time and 
cost (eliminating postage charges for mailing a paper based survey) and it reduces the need 
for manual data entry afterwards.  
5.3.3 Beta Testing of Survey 
A dry-run of the survey was carried out prior to emailing out the online survey. This involved 
requesting four participants similar to the target audience to take the survey, four whom it 
was understood had very different research backgrounds and SNS experience so that all 
questions would be tested. Comments and criticism on the survey layout, the flow of 
questions, relevance of questions and time it took to complete were obtained from these four 
participants and aided in the finalisation of the survey prior to emailing it to the target 
audience to begin data collection. 
 
 
5.4 Results of the study 
This section provides the results of the survey involving 70 participants from the age of 18 
upwards, consisting of 42 female and 28 male with the majority being postgraduates (51.4%). 
Over three quarters of the participants (77.1%) had Facebook accounts, with over half 
(59.3%) accessing their Facebook accounts daily. Over 73% of the participants spending 
from 30 minutes to over 11 hours a week logged in to Facebook. All the participants were 
assured that information given would remain anonymous.  
 
The web-based survey software collects basic statistics that indicate the response rate of those 
who start the survey.  The survey was started 73 times, yielding 70 completed surveys for a 
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completion rate of 95.9 percent. On average, respondents completed the survey in 6 minutes, 
and the high completion rate suggests this was a reasonable request of one‟s time.   
 
The first two questions examined for the demographic profile as shown in Figure 16 and 17.  
 
Figure 16: Gender Analysis 
 
Figure 16 illustrates that 60% of the respondents were female and 40% were male.  
 
Figure 17: Breakdown of Age 
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Figure 17 illustrates 60% of the respondents were aged between 25 and 40. This suggests 
there is a higher of people between the age of 25 and 40 engaged with conducting research. 
This may also suggest people within this age range are more comfortable with using a 
computer and conducting research online. 
 
 
Figure 18: Breakdown of Researcher Type 
 
Overall, fifty-one percent of the respondents (51.4%) were postgraduate students; 24.3% 
specified their occupation; 20% were researchers; and 4.3% were undergraduates. This is 
illustrated in Figure 18. Of the 17 respondents who selected „Other‟ to specify their 
occupation, the main occupations entered were „lecturer‟ and „employed‟.  
 
Figure 19 shows the number of survey‟s respondents had previously completed. The vertical 
axis represents the number of respondents. 24 of the 70 respondents had completed 10 or 
more online surveys previously, only 3 had never done one before.  
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Figure 19: Number of online surveys previously participated in 
 
Figure 20 shows the number of years respondents answered to question five which asked how 
much experience they had with conducting their own research. Respondents had 6 choices to 
select from starting from „None‟ to „8+‟. The majority (44) of respondents had from between 
2 to over 8 years research experience. That is a positive result for this survey as it means the 
majority of the results are answered by researchers whom have a substantial amount of 
research experience and whose answers will reflect their reasons for choosing the research 
methods they chose to use for their research.    
 
Figure 20: Number of years with own research experience 
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Figure 21 illustrates the percentage of the types of research the respondents conducted. 
Academic Research was by far the most selected at 79.1%. This was also another positive 
result for the purpose of this dissertations research which focuses on using SNSs as a tool for 
academic research. 6 respondents have experience with Industrial research and 8 respondents 
with Psychological research.  
 
Figure 21: Percentage of the types of research previously conducted 
Figure 22 below shows the number of respondents who answered „Yes‟ or „No to having 
conducted their research using an online method. 34.3% said „Yes‟. 
  
 
Figure 22: Number of respondents having conducting their research using an online method 
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Figure 23: Research methods previously used 
Figure 23 illustrates the various research methods ever used among the 70 respondents who 
participated. Questionnaires and Interviews appear to be the most used, with 61.2% selecting 
questionnaire and 64.2% selecting interview as a method they have previously used. The 
respondents were also asked which of the chosen methods they have used the most. Figure 24 
below illustrates the response. 
 
 
Figure 24: Most commonly used methods 
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Figure 25 shows how the respondents rated the difficulty to obtain people to participate in 
their research. 
 
Figure 25: Ratings on difficulty to obtain participants 
Question 11 asked the respondents what they felt was the reason for their answer to the 
previous question illustrated in Figure 25. This question was designed with an open textbox 
for respondents to type the answer in as much detail as they wished. Some of the responses 
received are listed below exactly as they were submitted. All the responses can be viewed in 
Appendix B. These are among 47 of the written responses received from the survey. The 
general consensus among those responses was that the reason for the difficulty experienced 
with obtaining people to participate in their research was related to time. They felt the reason 
for their low number of participants is due to the participants not having the time available. 
For those who rated it easy to obtain participants, they responded to this question generally 
with comments about having good contacts and relationships and personally knowing the 
people they obtained to partake in their research.  
 
“Lack of interest or knowledge in the topic” 
 
“Timing/availability” 
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“Easy to complete and very quick to respond but it is now or never - they either open it up 
then and there and complete or never come back to it again. You have one shot to grab 
them” 
 
“I personally knew the research cohort.” 
 
“I work with clinical groups; can be difficult to recruit. It also can be hard to recruit 
control participants basically because I don't have funds to pay them and you are 
competing with people who do.” 
 
“I have a good relationship with past students, and that's who I was surveying.” 
 
“Getting the survey distributed and finding a way to encourage the user to follow the 
link.” 
 
As the graph in Figure 26 below indicates, the response to question 12 of the survey which 
asked what percentage of people responded to their research method that the approached has 
a very varied response. Some found their response rate low while others had a high response 
rate with the methods they chose. To summarise the results: 13.6% rated the level of 
responses they received as between 0% and 30%. 28.8% of the respondents said they 
received between 31% and 60% responses from those that they approached. 25.8% advised 
they received a response rate between 61% and 90%. 13.6% said they obtained 91% to 100%. 
12 of the 70 respondents selected not applicable. These results show that the researchers 
generally received a good response rate with the research methods they chose to conduct their 
research with the 91% to 100% rating receiving the highest responses on the scale. 
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Figure 26: Response rate in percentage 
 
Figure 27: How respondents rated the success of their research 
 
The column chart in Figure 27 above, illustrates the success rate of the research conducted by 
the respondents, with 65.7% rating their previous research as „Good‟.  That concluded the 
question related to research and previous research methods used.  The next section of the 
survey focused on SNSs and the usage of such sites among the respondents. Figure 28 below 
illustrates the SNSs used among the 70 people who took part. 
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Figure 28: Response to what SNS accounts the respondents have 
 
Facebook proved to be the most popular among the 70 people who participated in this survey, 
with 54 of those answering that they have an account with Facebook. This is a positive result 
for this research, as Facebook is the SNS chosen to be focused on in particular throughout 
this dissertation. The prototype application implemented also being a Facebook application. 
The 3 respondents that selected „Other‟ advised that they have an account with Google Wave 
and a polish SNS called Nasza-Klasa. 
 
The pie chart below in Figure 29 shows the response percent collected where the question 
asked how often the respondents‟ login to their SNS accounts.  59.3% selected „Daily‟ with 
an additional 27.1% selecting „Weekly‟. This indicates a high rating with which these users 
actively login and interactive on SNS sites such as the two highest rated in Figure 28, 
Facebook and Linkedin.  
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Figure 29: How often they login to their SNS accounts 
 
 
Figure 30: Amount of time spent on logged into their SNS account weekly 
 
The bar chart in Figure 30 shows the amount of time respondents answered to the question 
asking how much time they spend on SNSs a week.  A combination of 93.2% spends up to 4 
hours a week logged in to their SNS accounts. 
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Only respondents who advised they have a Facebook account were presented with the 
following three questions in the survey as they are Facebook specific questions. Of the 70 
respondents, 59 of those advised they have a Facebook account. This can be seen in Figure 
28.  
 
The next question in the survey asked those 59 how many friends they currently had added to 
their Facebook profile. The average number of friends among those was 103. The answers to 
this question ranged from 0 friends to 400. This question was in the form of a textbox which 
respondents could type in their answer. It was programmed so that only numerical answers 
would be accepted as a valid answer. The results of this question, question 17, and all the 
survey‟s results can be viewed in Appendix C. The results of this are interesting when 
analysing how researchers would spread the word about their SNS research tool to obtain 
participants. A researcher with 400 friends would perhaps find it easier to collect data with 
their research application by their already large network of friends to begin with compared to 
a researcher who has no friends at the beginning. One question which may arise from this 
however is if these „friends‟ are appropriate for the sample of the research being undertaken. 
 
 
 
Figure 31: Response percent of applications currently added to profiles 
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Figure 31 above shows the response percent of the question which asked how many 
applications respondents currently had added to their Facebook profile. Out of the 59 
answers, 23 responded to having 1 to 2 applications. The following question asked them if 
they have ever recommended an application to a friend. 71.2% answered „No‟ to this which is 
shown in Figure 32. 
 
Figure 32: Response percent of people who have ever recommended an application to others 
 
11 respondents of the survey revealed they do not have any SNS accounts. It was necessary 
to get some feedback from people who do not have any SNS accounts on any possible 
reasons why this was so. Below in Figure 33 is a column chart to assist in understanding their 
reasons. The majority (81.8%) advised this was because SNSs simply do not appeal to them. 
12 expressed concerns with privacy and felt they are too intrusive. None of the respondents 
suggested that IT skills were a problem or had any reason for their nonexistent SNS accounts. 
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Figure 33: Reasons for not having any SNS accounts 
 
The following section focused on Facebook services. It required a certain level of 
imagination or thought from the respondents whom may not have been aware or had any 
previous knowledge of the five Facebook services mentioned. The purpose of these questions 
was to get the respondents to rate the usefulness of these services by choosing from the 
ratings on a scale from „Extremely useful‟ to „Not at all useful‟, while also providing a „I do 
not know option‟ for those who were not comfortable with choosing a rating or did not 
understand. The respondents were provided with an introduction to explain that prior to being 
forced to select any answers. The five questions will now be listed together and discussed 
immediately after. 
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Figure 34: Developing your own survey application 
 
30 of the 68 respondents who answered these questions, rated the idea of developing your 
own survey application as „Very useful‟ as seen in the blue column in Figure 34 above. 
Figure 35 illustrates the ratings received for developing an iPhone or mobile application. 
 
 
Figure 35: Developing your own iPhone or mobile application 
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Figure 36: Integrating Facebook into an existing webpage 
 
Over half of the ratings gathered rated the integration of Facebook services into an existing 
webpage from „Moderately useful‟ or higher as can be read from Figure 36.  
 
 
Figure 37: Creating a fan page or network 
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Figure 37 illustrates that over half of the 68 respondents rated the creation of a fan page or 
network as either „Very useful‟ or „Moderately useful‟. 
 
 
Figure 38: Developing a desktop application 
 
Figure 38 shows the respondents had a varied opinion on developing a desktop application 
with nearly a quarter of the respondents having selected „I don‟t know‟. This would signify 
many were unsure or possibly found it difficult  
 
Figures 34 to 38 illustrate the ratings received from respondents on the suggested ways to 
utilise Facebook as a research tool. The immediate indications read from these results is that 
respondents did not think developing an iPhone, mobile or desktop application would be as 
useful as some of the other services available. For example integrating Facebook into an 
existing webpage, which is the option chosen for this dissertation, to implement the prototype 
discussed at the beginning of this Chapter. 30% of respondents rated this method as 
something they would find as „Very useful‟, illustrated in Figure 36. The highest rating 
among these five Facebook services was for developing your own survey application which 
got a rating response of 42.9%. This method was suggested earlier in section 5.2.1. 30% rated 
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creating a fan page or network as „Very useful‟ also. The general response from those five 
questions was positive with the majority of respondents finding these services as „Very 
useful‟. 
 
The purpose of the next three questions in the survey was to collect people‟s views on the 
reliability, validity and sampling with a research tool that utilises Facebook‟s services.  These 
three areas were already discussed in Chapter 2 among the four essential elements to be 
considered when conducting research. It is thought for any piece of research to be trustworthy 
and credible these areas must be considered throughout all stages of research. Therefore if a 
researcher chose to use SNSs as their research method, the issues of reliability, validity and 
sampling should also be evaluated to analyse if implementing a Facebook application for 
example will allow for the collection of credible and trustworthy data. These are critical to 
building any kind of survey or research tool if a researcher is going to rely on the answers to 
make important decisions. 
 
The responses to the three questions discussed are illustrated in Figures 39, 40 and 41 next. 
 
Figure 39: How RELIABLE these services are seen for conducting research 
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Figure 39 illustrates the question on reliability which used a rating scale of „Very reliable‟ to 
„Not at all reliable‟. It also provided a choice of „I don‟t know‟. 44 of the 70 respondents 
rated the reliability from „Very reliable‟ to „Somewhat reliable‟. Somewhat reliable means 
that there are concerns about reliability, therefore what this means for this research is that 
more than half of the respondents would have concerns over the reliability of this method. 
This is a key finding which needs to be considered. 
 
The reliability is the consistency of a research tool. A survey is considered reliable if it 
returns the same result each time it runs (i.e., a person‟s score is reasonably the same each 
time they take the test). This can be through of as “repeatability” of a survey.  Reliability can 
be verified by running the same survey at different times with the same audience to see if the 
same results are obtained (Goldman, 2008). 
 
Figure 40: How VALID these services are seen for conducting research 
 
Figure 40 illustrates the question on how valid this method would be seen. It had a rating 
scale of „Extremely valid‟ to „Not at all valid‟. A similar response to the reliability question 
was received for the validity. That means there is concerns for validity also which will need 
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to be considered in this evaluation. 48 rated the validity of using these services was 
„Extremely valid‟ to „Somewhat valid‟. 
 
The validity of a research tool means did it actually measure what was set out to quantify? 
It‟s important to measure an actual causal relationship, rather than a coincidence in the data. 
It‟s harder to construct an invalid poll for example when asking only one question, but the 
goal is to make sure that the question being asked is actually a direct outcome of the answers 
offered (Goldman , 2008). 
 
 
Figure 41: Response percentage on the area of SAMPLING 
 
Figure 41 illustrates the question on sampling which asked respondents if they would see a 
problem with sampling and not knowing who their respondents are. The question gave the 
options to choose Yes‟, „No‟ or „I don‟t know‟. 68.6% felt there would be a sampling 
problem, where 8 respondents did not know.  
 
These questions did rely on respondent‟s imagination of these issues among the services in 
action without real demonstrations of each of them or statistics tested to base their response. 
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Researchers could consider building some part of their research tool and then creating a series 
of reliable and valid questions that test their plans. The researcher should not necessarily 
abandon them if the results don‟t jibe with their expectations, but instead keep an open mind 
about the possibilities that come out of the survey. 
 
Figure 42 illustrates the responses received when the respondents were asked to rate the 
impact of using SNSs as a research method would have on cost, time, quality of responses, 
access to a larger population and reduction of manual data entry. These are included among 
many of the strengths and weakness discussed in Chapter 4.  
 
Figure 42: Ratings on cost, time, quality of responses, access to larger population and reduction of manual data 
entry 
 
The respondents were asked to rate the five listed areas from a scale of „Very good‟ to „Very 
bad‟.  The overall response to these was very positive with 62.9% finding the impact these 
methods would have on cost as very good. None of the respondents selected „Bad‟ or „Very 
bad‟. This means that the respondents would not see this method as costing more than 
traditional research methods, perhaps even costing less due to the 44 who responded to it 
having a very good impact.  
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The „Very good‟ option was also selected by 37 of the respondents for the aspect of time. A 
further 27 of the respondents selected „Good‟. None of the respondents thought that this 
would have a bad impact on time.  
 
The lowest rating received among the five areas was for the quality of responses, with half of 
the respondents finding the impact of this as average. This is another key finding and raises 
concerns about the quality of the responses which would be obtained through this method. A 
pattern is showing among the responses gathered which links back to the reliability, validity 
and sampling concerns raised in the previous questions. These matters would need to be 
addressed before this method would be considered as a trustworthy research method to obtain 
credible data. A suggestion on ways to address them would be through rigorous testing of the 
design and programming of survey questions.  
 
These major concerns are listed in Chapter 6 in the section on direction for future research. 
 
48.6% felt that this method would have a „Good‟ impact on the access to a larger population. 
The results showed that the lowest rating for this received was ‟Average‟. None of the 
respondents selected „Bad‟ or „Very bad‟. 
 
Another very positive response from the 70 respondents was for the last element of reduction 
of manual data entry over 50% felt this would have a „Very good‟ impact. None of the 
respondents selected „Bad‟ or „Very bad‟. 
 
The final page brought the survey to a close with one question which all respondents were 
presented with. It asked how effective they thought SNSs such as Facebook would be at 
obtaining participants to take part in a survey.  
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Figure 43: Ratings of how effective SNSs may be for obtaining participants 
  
Figure 43 illustrates that the responses received had a combined rating of 68.6% who selected 
between „Very effective‟ and „Effective‟. 52.9% alone felt that this method would be 
effective as shown in the blue column.  
 
5.5 Conclusion 
Overall feedback from the online survey was positive and in favour of the possibility of using 
SNSs in such a way as to utilise them as a research tool with the caveat that there were 
concerns about reliability, validity, sampling and the quality of responses. A rather diverse 
response was received; from the various types of researchers, from different locations around 
Ireland, with individual experiences with conducting research and the methods they chose, to 
those with and without SNS accounts and mixed experiences with interacting with those sites. 
It is clear from the survey results that the researchers which responded are familiar with 
SNS‟s, see a potential in using this proposed new method to conduct research, however they 
do have concerns over the reliability, validity, sampling and quality of responses this method 
would have.   
Notwithstanding the implementation challenges, SNS research tools are a key ingredient in 
the quest to obtaining participants when conducting research and gathering data. The existing 
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literature on using SNS‟s as a research tool was too limited and focused to be of relevance to 
this study. This existing literature was discussed in Chapter 4. The author extrapolated data 
from a larger literature base. No established procedures could be located, so instead relied on 
standard insights and personal intuition. This research experience has been summarised in the 
hope of helping others exploit the unique strengths of utilising social networking sites while 
avoiding or at least understanding their limitations and concerns which have been 
highlighted. 
 
Finally, although the present study restricted the sampling frame to researchers within 
Ireland, Facebook and other SNSs are an increasingly attractive option for international 
research as well.  Among today‟s 400 million active Facebook users, only 1.3 million of 
those live in Ireland (Facebakers.com, 2010).  Whereas international research greatly 
increases the cost of conducting survey research via traditional methods like mail and 
telephone, the SNS method poses no additional costs.   
 
This Chapter outlines the result of the primary research carried out on Social Networking 
Sites and the potential to use them as a method of research. It discusses the implementation of 
a prototype application and the steps required for its development. An online survey was also 
discussed which was carried out to obtain the views and opinions of researchers on the 
research experience and research methods they have previously gained and used. The next 
Chapter provides a conclusion to this dissertation. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
Chapters 4 and 5 offer an evaluation of SNS‟s as a research method identifying some of the 
benefits alongside a range of potential drawbacks and offering a critical appraisal of the 
future of Social Networking Sites in academic research. Chapter 5 evaluates the potential use 
of SNS‟s as a research tool through the development of a Facebook prototype application and 
by conducting an online survey to get the views of researchers. 
 
This Chapter presents a conclusion to this Dissertation including an overview of the findings 
of the project, recommendations and suggestions for further research. Section 6.1 presents a 
research evaluation of the project, assessing how each Chapter of the Dissertation works to 
fulfil the research aims outlined in Chapter 1. Section 6.2 outlines the recommendations for 
researchers based on this project. Finally, Section 6.3 suggests areas for further study that 
could not be addressed in this project. 
 
6.1 Research Evaluation 
SNS‟s offer researchers the potential to reach millions of people worldwide quickly and at a 
low cost. This dissertation discusses the main factors involved with conducting research and 
evaluates if SNS‟s are a feasible method of research. 
 
Chapter 2 examined the existing literature on research and determined the importance of data 
to academic research. It explained the four processes involved with conducting research, 
which is again discussed in Chapter 4 however this is in relation to conducting research 
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through SNS‟s to demonstrate how a research project would progress when using a SNS 
research too. Also in Chapter 2 is the presentation of four essential elements that were found 
universal and omnipresent in all existing knowledge and studies on research. Finally in 
Chapter 2, four difficulties with current research methods were examined and the chapter 
concludes that researchers need to carefully consider the types of data collection methods that 
are possible and examine and weight each option so they can determine what method will 
best answer the research questions or hypotheses. 
 
Chapter 3 examined Social Networking Sites in their current context to determine who uses 
them and what they use them for. It provided the reader with statistics of their current 
popularity and continued growth in active users. Facebook was identified as the second most 
popular web site in the world and the third in Ireland at present.  This Chapter focused on 
Facebook and is concerned with the features and services it offers which could be of potential 
user to researchers to communicate with Facebook‟s 400 million users.  
 
One area of concern which was highlighted in this Chapter was the ethical issues which may 
arise from using such sites as a method of research. This concern has been included in section 
6.3 for direction of further research.  
 
Chapter 4 explored the rational of using SNS‟s as a research method. It discussed the four 
research processes highlighted in Chapter 2 but in the context of research being conducted 
using a SNS research tool to obtain its data. This Chapter argues that while SNS‟s offer many 
potential advantages in terms of time and cost, researchers should also be aware of the 
weaknesses and limitations of carrying out research through SNS‟s, especially with regards to 
representativeness of the sample, access to the population online only and those with a SNS 
account. The principles of good research have not changed even though the technology 
available may have advanced.  
Chapter 5 presents the results of the primary research. The two methodologies used for this 
dissertation were an online survey and a prototype application developed for the purpose of 
this research. Results from the survey was positive and in favour of the possibility of using 
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SNSs in such a way as to utilise them as a research tool with the caveat that there were 
concerns about reliability, validity, sampling and the quality of responses. This Chapter also 
presented that where international research greatly increases the cost of conducting survey 
research via traditional methods like mail and telephone, the SNS method poses no additional 
costs.   
 
The research experience was summarised in the hope of helping others exploit the unique 
strengths of utilising SNS‟s while avoiding or at least understanding their limitations and 
concerns which have been highlighted. 
 
6.2 Recommendations 
The key recommendations drawn from the relevant research carried out and from the knowledge 
generated during the lifetime of this Dissertation are: 
 
 A framework should be formulated in order to define a set criterion with which this 
proposed research method could be evaluated against. The framework criteria should 
include the four essential elements identified in Chapter 2: ethical issues, sampling, 
reliability and validity. Such a framework would assist in evaluating if using SNS‟s 
for research would produce credible, trustworthy and authentic data to contribute to 
the body of knowledge of a researcher‟s research project. 
 The prototype application developed for this Dissertation could be implemented into a 
fully operable application and submitted to Facebook to be added to the Application 
Directory. The application could be monitored and data analysed on the number of 
active users it obtains, how quickly it gains them and learn from its statistics the 
elements which generate more interaction or interest from its users.  
 
 Chapter 5 identified a certain level of technical skills would be required from a 
researcher to develop their own SNS research tool. It is recommended that a clear and 
concise document could be produced to guide researchers through the process of 
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implementing their own application from start to finish depending on what services 
the researcher will require to best obtain the data they require to collect. This 
document could be built from the primary research carried out in Chapter 5. The 
services may include those listed for Facebook in Chapter 3 or the types of 
applications identified in Section 3.4.6. 
 
 Further study could be carried out on services other SNS‟s may have available to 
identify if Twitter or MySpace for example offer alternative services which require 
less technical skills from a researcher to implement a research tool just as effective or 
even more as the methods proposed in this Dissertation.   
 
6.3 Direction for Further Research 
This Dissertation is the first study, to the researcher‟s knowledge, on using SNSs as a method 
of academic research. The time constraints of the study guarantee that there is plenty of scope 
for further study. Identifying the features and services of other SNS would allow greater 
insight into how SNSs could be utilised for academic research and it would help to identify 
further areas where researchers may be capable of implementing reliable purpose built 
research tools to attract SNS users to assist in their data collection. 
The current study could be expanded to include other SNS‟s available apart from just 
Facebook. Other SNS‟s were identified as having released Developer Platforms also allowing 
third parties to implement applications for those individual SNS.  
 
It would be interesting to test if the prototype application could be interoperable with other 
social networks in a transparent way. As such, users could install the application in their 
preferred SNS. Experimentation could be carried out on the ease or difficulty of altering the 
prototype application developed for this dissertation to be usable on other SNSs. If this was 
possible that would create a huge opportunity for researcher to target an enormous amount of 
SNS users worldwide and possibly target interest-specific SNSs if required, such as 
Epernicus as identified in Chapter 3 which was built by scientists for research scientists. 
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A case study could be conducted into how many researchers would feel confident or 
comfortable, with the right tools, in implementing their own purpose built research tool.  This 
proposed method could be tested out by an undergraduate or masters student looking to carry 
out a survey or questionnaire. Their feedback could be obtained afterwards to determine 
various elements such as: if the method enhanced their communication, gained more 
respondents, allowed for a higher response rate. Details could also be identified from the 
student in relation to cost and timing of utilising this proposed new method. 
 
The scalability of an application in terms of number of simultaneous users, number of group 
members and size of the database has not been stress-tested. Inevitably, some changes to the 
application or the server on which it currently resides will be needed to accommodate these 
issues.  
 
6.4 Conclusion 
Chapter 6 presents the reader with a summary and conclusion to the Dissertation. Section 6.1 
summarises each of the preceding Chapters, highlighting the key points of each. Section 6.2 
makes a series of recommendations based on the research, both primary and secondary, that 
was undertaken, and presents them to the reader. It suggests that SNS‟s have the potential to 
be used for academic research and recommends the. Finally, in Section 6.3 Direction for 
further areas of research are identified and proposed by the author. 
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Appendix A 
 
6.5 Code of Prototype Application  
 
account.php 
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ajax.php 
 
base.js 
 
<?php 
inc lude_once ' l lb/cDr e .php ' ; 
1 nclud,"-onc e . 11b/fb c o nn" c t . php' ; 
/" 
* This is c al l ed "fl:er the Facebook Connect: bUTton 1 s pressed on the front page 
w or anywhe r e on ~he site . This is the code that links accounts . 
"f 
1/ Gets any cr edentia l s fo r The Research Book Tr acker 
Sus e r _ Us e r : : get Lo gg ed l nO; 
if ( l dx( L PO ST , 's av e ' ) { 
1/ Facebook c li ent l ibrary will val i date the signature against the secr et 
I I key, and produce a us e r ld if il: all checks out 
) 
Sf b_ul d _ facebook_c l i ent ( )->get_loggedl~us er ( ) ; 
i f CSfb_ ul d ) { 
) 
I I The us er is connecting an existing acc ount 
I I with t he ir Fdcebook a ccount . 
i f ( Sus e r && S_POsT( 'l'nk_t o_cur r ent_us e r ' J ) { 
~ Suser->connect wi thFa ce bookuI D(Sf b_uld) ; 
II Ther e 1 s no exist ing iOCCOUm: , and no exist ing 
I I Facebook account . 50 cr eate a new one . 
e l s e if ( ' Suser ) { 
I Suser _ User: : cr en eFr anF acebook UI D(S f b_ui d) ; 
} 
if (Suser ) { 
Suser -»ogI nO; 
echo 1 ; 
} e l s e { 
echo 0; 
) 
function popula"t e da"te ( mon"t h , day , year ) { 
9, ! 'date-mon"th, ) . v alue _ mont h; 
ge · da t e_day· ). va lue - day ; 
ge · da t e_year· ). value _ y ear ; 
} 
function ge ( elem) ( 
aocumen"t . get Elemen"t Byld ( elem) ; 
} 
/ " 
" 
re"turn 
Simple Ajax call method . 
w ~rom h"t"tp : //en.wikiped1a .org/wiki/XMLKt"tpReques"t 
"/ 
function ajax ( url , v ars , callbackFunction) { 
va r reque st _ new XMLKtt pReques t(); 
r eques t . open (" POST" , ur l , true); 
} 
r equest . set Request Hea der ( "content-Type" , 
! I ! ! ! I ··application/x--..--form-urlencoded");1 
r equest . onreadyst atecha nge _ function() { 
if ( request . readyState - - 4 && request . status - - 100 ) { 
i i f ( request . r esponseText ) ( 
I ca 11 backFunct i on ( r equeS"t . responseTex"t ); \ } 
}, 
request . send ( vars ); 
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book.php 
 
 
config.php 
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core.php 
 
< ' php 
defi ne ( ' PA5S\\Q RD_PLACEft:l LDER ' , ' UUUU ' ); 
{~i ~= e~~: ~ e ~ d, ~~L~~~rt¥b 1 1 i ;;~~d~~~' O)~en cl i ent access doesn't W<l rk 
II 'fIhether the site is "connected" or not 
f unct i on i s_fbconnect_enabledO 
i f (' is_conf i g_setupO) { 
retu rn f alse ; 
II change this if you want to turn off Facebook connect 
r et ur n tr ue ; 
f unction squeryf($conn, $sql 1*, args " */) { 
Sargv _ func_tet _ar;so; II variable length function argll11ents 
~ ;~r~p ;r~~~n: !~~i~d; ;:;; ~~~~in~~ f~W~~lt~!ri~~~~rs 
i ff ~ ~ a C f ~ _ ~ ; 2 ~ x~ $a r g c; $X++) { 
i f ( is_s t r i ng(Sargv[$x])) { 
II wi string quote handlers 
IjlC~~~k a~~r O~~~i~~\f~~ams starting frOO1 the third parameter to the last (however many) 
xlOOO _ 0,0937 vs 0,0824 without 
and \xla 
elsei f ( is_scalar(Sa r gv[$x])) II check for int/float/bool 
!li~-{a r ams [] - Sa rgv [$x] ; ;:;; ~~~~~p~~t!d~D~~g(i~r~~~ ~bl~~t,t~~ro~~~e~a~~ll) 
$bad_p a r am _ st rJ ep l ace(" \n" , ,var_expor t ( Sargv[$x], tr ue)); II capture variable info for debug msg 
error_l~g£ " MY5QL_QUERYF : non-scala r t y pe f or SQL query pa r amet e r $x " , Sa rgv[$x] , ", va r: $bad-param , sql : [$ sql ] "); 
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return fal s e ; 
Sok_s ql _ vs pr i ntf ( Ss ql , Ss qLpa r ams); II use vsprintf to merge parameters and the query string 
if (So k_sql __ ' ' ) { 
e rror_log("MYSQL_QUERYF: SQL query parameter missing, sprintf failed on: Ss ql "); 
) 
el s e { 
Sok_sql _ s t r J e place ( ' %' , Ssql); 
;; Run a mysql query , 
' / 
fun ction qu e ryf(S s ql 1*, args * / ) { 
Sconn _ db_get _c onn(); 
if (' Sconn) { 
return null ; 
Sa r gs _ funcg et_a rgs (); 
a rr ay_unshi f t (Sargs, Sconn); 
Ss ql _ ca l l _us e r_f unc_arr ayC squeryf' , Sa rgs ); 
return mysqLquery(Ssql, Sconn); 
function db_get_con n() { 
if (functi on_e xi s t s( ' db_get_custom_conn' )) { 
return db_get_cus tom_conn(); 
stati c Sconn _ null ; 
if ( Sconn ___ nul l) { 
Sconn - mys qLconne ct (~ ~~gi:m: ~~~m: L 
if (' Sconn) { 
e rror _ log( 'could not connect to db , ' ); 
return Sconn; 
mys ql _select _db(S GLOBALs [' db_ name' ] ); 
) 
ret urn Sconn; 
fun ction ~o_hom e () { 
header( Location index,php ' ); 
) 
fun cti on i dx(Sarr, Si dx, Sdefau lt _null ) 
if ( is_object(Sarr)) { 
ret urn pro pe r t y_e xist s(Sarr, Sidx) ? Sarr->S idx Sdef a ult ; 
} el s eif ( i s_arr ay(Sarr)) { 
Si dx _ Si-dx >_ 0-'; Si dx : "CJunt (Sar") + Si dx; 
return arr . y_key_eds t s(S i :ix, Sarr) ? Sarr [Si dx ] 
} el se { 
return S d e~ a u lt ; 
) 
functio.n get_d omai n(SUrlj { 
Si nfo _ pa rse_ur l(S ur l ; 
if (",~t ( S i nfo [' ho , c ' )) 
return S i n~o [' host' ] ; 
) 
return Sinfo [' pnh '] : 
functi on nOJl agi c_quotes (S va 1) { 
if (getJlagi ,:_quotes_gpcO) ( 
return str i ps l as hes(Sval ); 
} el se { 
re'[urn Sval ; 
function pars e_htt p_a r gs(Shtt p_params, Skeys) { 
Sr esul t _ a r rayU; 
fore. c h (H e,s as Hey) { 
Sdefault; 
Sr es ult[Skey] _ nO.J1l agi c qjotes ( i d,,(S http-pa r ams, Hey)); 
) 
return Sr esult : 
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disconnect.php 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
r: ' php 
defi ne ( MAIN_ PATH ' , r ea lpat hC ' )) 
inc lude once MAIN_PAT H '/init , php ' ; 
ec ho r e nd e r_header(); 
Sus e r _ us e r;;getLoggedI nO; 
i f ('Sus er) { 
go_h OOl eO; 
Spa rams _ pa rs e_htt p_args(S_PO ST, a rr ay( 's .ve ' )); 
i f ( Spa r ams ['s ave ' J) { 
i f ( Sus e r->d i sconnectF r OOlFa ce boo kO) { 
header( ' Lo cation : account , ph p' ); 
el s e { 
Serr or _ 'could not dis connect fr OOl Facebook f or a n unknown r eason , 
i f ( $~rror) [ 
ec ho <div c lass _ 'er r or">' ,Serr or, '</div >' ; 
<h3>Ar e you sur e you want t o di sconnect your Face boo k account ?</h3> 
' W Your Face book i nformati on a nd fr iend connecti ons wi ll be del et ed, Any i nformati on you ente red on t his s ite wi ll remai n, 
</p> 
<form action_"dis connect , php " method _ post" > 
<input type _"hidden " name _ ' s ave value _ _ /> 
<input type _"s ub:nit " class _"inputsub:nit " value _ 'Dis connect Fr OOl Facebook " /> 
</form > 
<? php 
ec ho r e nd e r _foot erO; 
~, 
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display.php 
 
 
<? php 
f un ction render_header C) { 
i f CissetCL POsT[ ' fb_sig_ i rLcanvas ' J)) { 
return ; 
prevent_cache_headersC); 
Shtml _ 
< I DOCHPE html PUBLI C "-I /W3CIIDTD XKTML 1. 0 s t r i ct l l EN " 
'' http: //''''''''' , w3. or q/TR/xhtmU/ DTD/xhtmU- st r i ct . dtd "> 
<ht ml xmlns _"http :/7..,.".., . w3. org/ 1999/xhtml " xmlns :fb _ '' http ://..,.,,.., . fa cebook .crn/ 2008/f rnl ''> 
<head > 
<title>The Resear c h Book Tracker </title> 
<li nk t y pe _"text /css " r el _"5t?;,lesheet " hr ef _"sty le .c55 " I> 
<s cr ipt t y pe _"text / Javas cr ipt ' s rc _"base . js "></s cr ipt > 
Shtml . _ 
</head > 
<body>' ; 
i f Cis_fbconneccenabledO) { 
ensure_l oaded_on_correct_url 0; 
Shtml . _ 
<div id_"heade r"> 
<div c la55 _ header content > 
<a hr ef _"i nde x. php c l ass _"til:l e '><img s rc _ '. l images / bookt r acke r _1 ogo_tos . gi f" 1></a>' ; 
II show eil:her " .... elcrne User Name" or " .... elcrne Guest" 
Suser _ user::getLoggedl nO; 
i f ( Suser) { 
i f CSuser-> i s_face boo k_userO) { 
Shtml . _ '<div id_"header _ prof ilepi c'>' ; 
Shtml . _ S us er->~etprofilepi cCtrue ); 
Shtml . _ '</div> ; 
Sht ml '<div id_"heade r_accou nt ">' ; 
Shtml '<b> .... el c OOle , ' . Suser->get NameO. '</b>' ; 
Shtml '<div c lass _"account _li nks ">' ; 
Shtml . _ ' <a href _"account . php ">Account settings </a > 
i f CSuser->is_facebook_userO) { 
Shtml sprintf(' <a hr ef _ "*", onClick _"FB .Connect. l ogout(funct ion O { r efr esh_ page O; })">' 
. ' Logout of Facebook ' 
} el se 
Shtml 
) 
Shtml 
Shtml 
el s e { 
Sht ml 
Shtml 
Shtml 
Shtml 
ShtmJ 
II. '<img src_"images/fbconnect_l ogout. png">' 
'</a>' , 
S_SERVER[ ' REQUEST_ URI ' J); 
' <a href _"l ogo ut . php '>Logout </a >' ; 
'<br 1></div>' ; 
'</div >' ; 
'<div c lass _"account ">' ; 
' Hello Guest I , 
' <a hr ef _"./r egister. php '>Registe r fo r a n acco unt </a >' ; 
'</div >' ; 
'</div>~/div >' ; II header & header content 
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Shtml . _ ' <d1v e l ass _"body_ contem: '> '; 
// c a t ch m1 s c onf 1gur at 1 on e rrors . 
i f ( ' 1s _conf 1 g...set upO) { 
Shtml . _ r end e r _er rorC Your c onf i gur ati on is not cCfl1plete . 
I I I I ' Fol low the d i r ect ions in <tt><b>l1b/conf 1g.php. s ample</b></tt> to get s et up ' ) ; 
Shtmi . _ ' <;body> 
ec ho Shtml; 
edt ; 
r e turn Shtml ; 
no - cache. must - reva l i date . pos t - chee k _O. pre- chec k _O' ) ; 
func t i on o nlOad Re!1sterCS1s) 
g l oba l SonloacL s ; 
Sonl o ad_1 s . _ S s ; 
) 
func t i on rend e r _foote r O 
~~~~l l _ S?~jd1~'s : 
' <d1v class _"f oot e r _stuff ">Th1s i s an aweS Cfl1 e way to track the books you have read dur i ng y ou r r esear ch.</d1v>' ; 
i f ( 1 s_f beo nnect_ e n abledO) { 
Shtml . _ r end e r _fbconnect _ 1 n1t_1 s O; 
Shtml . _ ' <;body></html>' 
r e turn Shtml; 
func t i on rend e r _ loggecLout _1nde xO 
} ; . 
Shtml . dmg s r c _ ·· http:/ jmsc. f1onarem.ond . cCfl1/researchbooktracker / 1mages;boo Ks _ 1mage . j pg " c l a ss _"welcCfl1e_ 1mg" / >. 
Shtml ' <d1v e l ass _"wel c Cfl1e _d1 a log" > ' ; 
Shtml ' <h3 >we l e Cfl1e to The Research Book Traeker</h3>' ; 
Shtml ' <p >Th1s i s a si mpl e s 1te wne r e y ou can keep track of t he book s you have r ead du r i ng your r esear ch</p> ' 
Shtml ' <d1v e l ass _"clearf1x" ><form act 1 on _"log1n. php·· method _"post"> ' 
· ' <d1v class _"log1rLsector"> ' 
· ' ~d~~vel~: ~ ~ ~:~~~~fT~~~~~~~l~~~~;?~~~~~/l~~!l~~1n ut name _"username" e l ass _"1n utt e xt" type _ "text " s1ze_ "20" v a lue _" " / ></ d1v > 
· . <dill e l ass _ "clea r f 1 x"> <label >pas sword; </label><~ nput name _"pa s swo r d " e l ass _ "~ nputt e xt" type_ "pas sword" s1 ze _"20" va l ue _" "/></d1v> 
· ' dnput 1d_" s ul:m1t" class _" 1nputsul:m1t" v a lue_" Log1n" name _" s utcn1t " type _" s ul:m1t" I>' 
· </d1I1> '; 
i f ( 1 s_fbc o nnect_en abl e dO) { 
Shtm1 <div c1 ass •.. , ogi tLsector _fb" >' ; 
Shtml '<d1v cl ass _" l og1n_prcmpt ">or <b> 10g1n</b> with Facebook: </d1v>' ; 
Shtml render _fbconnectJJutt on( ' medi LIIl' ) ; 
Shtml '</d1v>' ; 
Shtml '</form> </d1v> ' 
Shtml .• . <d1v cl ass."signup_container·· > 
· 'oon\'t have an account 7 <a href _"reg1ster . php">Reg1ster Now'</a> 
Shtml . </d1v></d1v> ' 
return Shtml; 
fun ction render _add_book_table(Suser) { 
Shtml '<h3>what book have you read recently7</h3>' 
Shtml . <form act1on."1 ndex . php" method.' post "> 
$.html . _ render _adOook_table_fi eldsO; 
if (Suser->1sjacebook_userC)) { 
Ss t yle -" ; } el s e { 
Sstyle _ 'v1s1b1l 1ty;h1dden' ; 
on 1 oadRegi ster ( . f acebook_show_feed_checkboxO; . ) ; 
lhtml . _ .<p id-" pub11sh_fb_checkbox" styles '"~ .Sstyle . '" >' 
' <1mg src.''http ://st atic. ak . fbcdn. net/images/1cons/favicon . g1f" /> 
'dnpllt type- "checkbox" name- "publ1s~to_facebook" checked /> ' 
' publish this book to my Facebook ' 
I . ' </p> , ; 
Shtml . • render_input_button( Add Book ' 'submit') ; $.html . _ '</form>' ; 
return Shtml; 
function render_add_book_table_f1elds() { 
Shtml • '<tab1e class.··adOook_table··>· ; 
Shtml . _ render_text_ed1torJow('booktitle ' , 'Name of the Book7) , 
Shtml . - render _text_editor JOw( ' author' , 'Name of Author' ); 
Shtml . _ '<tr><td cl ass _" edi tor _key" ><1 abel >oate (f¥I>I/oo/yyyy) </1 abel ></td>' 
. ' <td class - "ed1tor _value">' 
· '<input id .. ··datl!Jllonth" class.'"1nputtext datef1eld'" name.'"date...snonth·· tYP.e .. .. text .. s1ze.··2'" maxlength.'"2·· /> . 
· '/dnpllt 1d-"date_day" elass - "inpllttext datefield" name- '"dat e_day·' type- '"t ext" size- "2" maxlengt h_"2" /> ' 
· '/<1nl?llt id.··date_year"' class."'1nputteX1: datef1eld " name."da"te_year·· type. ··"teX1:·· size."',, "' maxlength.··4·· /> ' 
' I render -populate_da"te_11nk( 'Today') 
· I . render-popu1ate_da"te_link( ·Yesterday· 
. : </"td>: 
· </"tr> ; 
Shtml •. </table>' 
return Shtml ; 
fun ction 
Shtml 
Shtml 
Shtml 
if (Suser->is_facebook_userO) { 
>. ; 
Sname _ Suser ->getName O '&nbsp ; dmg src- "htt p ;//st at i<:. ak. fbedn . net /images/ i cons/favicon . gif" /> '; 
S ~a11 • . <b>contac"t vfa Facebook</b> '; 
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el s e { 
Sname _ <input id_ name c lass _"inputtext " t y pe _"text " si2e_"20" value_" Suser->get NameO. name _··name ··>· ; 
Semail <input 1d_ email ·· c las s _ ·· 1nputtext t y pe _ text· · s12e _ ·· 20· · value _ ·· .Sus e r_>getEmail O. ··· name _··email ··>· ; 
Shtml ·<t e>· 
· <td>< l abel i d_ ·· l abel _n ame ·· fo r . ··name ··> Name</l abel ></td>· 
·<td>· . Sname. <ltd> 
. </tr> · 
· <t e>· 
·<td><label id_ label email for _ ·· email ··>Email </label ></td>· 
·<td> . Semail . <ltd> 
. </tr> · 
· <t r>· 
· <td><l abel i d_ ·· l abeLema1 Lsetti ngs ·· f or _ ·· ema1 Lsetti ngs ·>Ema11 s etti ngs </l abel ></ td> · 
· <td>· 
• <a hr ef · ." .. oocl i d . ··facebook_ pr OOlpt-pe rmi s si on C\· emai 1\·); r etu r n f alse ; ··>Re ce1ve Emai 1 up dates </a>· 
·</td>· 
·</te> · ; 
if CSuser->haspass .... ordO) 
Shtml ·<t e>· 
. . <t d>< 1 abel i d_ · 1 abel _ pas s .... or d f or · ·· pas s .... or d·· >Pas s .... or d</l abel ></t d> . 
. . <t d><i nput 1 d_ pas s .... or d c las s _ .. i nputt ext ·· t y pe _ ·· pas s .... or d ·· s i 2e _ .. 2 0·· val ue _ .. . PASS\oIJRD_ PLACEft:lLDER . · name_ ·· pas s .... or d· · > . 
·</t r>· ; 
Shtml 
Shtml 
Shtml 
r et urn 
·</table>· ; 
r ender _ i nput_buttonC · Save c hanges · . 
. </fo r m>· . 
Shtml; 
functi on rende r -popul ate_date_l i nk CSdatestr) 
St 1me _ strtotimeCSdatestr); 
Sm onth _ dat e(" m· . Stime); 
Sday _ date (" d · . St ime); 
Syea r _ date(" Y· . Stime); 
· suoo,it · ); 
ret urn . <a ooc11d . ·· pop ulate_dateC\· · . Smonth . . \ .• \. · . Sday . . \ .• · . Syear. ·\·); r et ur n f alse ;· ·>· . Sdatestr. ·</a>· ; 
functi on rende r _text _editor Jo .... CSi d, Sl abel , Sva 1 ue · · Ssi2e. 20 , Saf ter_i nput . ·· ) { 
r eturn ·<t r><td clas s · ·· edit or _key"·>· 
· . <label i d. ·· labeL · . Si d . ... for · ··· . Si d . ... > . . Slabel . . </label>· 
· . </td><td clas s _ ·· editor _value ··>· 
. · <input id · ··· . Sid . ··· c las s . ·· inputtext· · type . ·· text· · si2e· ·· . Ssi2e.· 
. Saf te r_input 
. ·</td></tr >· ; 
val ue · ·· . Sval ue.· 
value· .. . Slabel . .. . />. ; 
fun cti on render _errorCSmsg) { 
) 
return ·<d1v c lass _ ·· e rr or··>· . Smsg . ·</div >· ; 
fu~~~~~~ \~d~~ r cl~~~:~~~~~~~~ .; .. Smsg . . </d1v >· 
function r e nd e r _boo kCSbook) 
ret urn ·<t r><td>· 
d:coC n/l i' • 1,001< )d)co' 
• ~,/ lU '",l L' 
1,0000 _" ,"oh,, _ ,-'hoc ' 
'~11" " ,",," " \,001< )bocOj,-, 
~i'd '</'r _' · 
","" on "nd" t - i.,ct Ub l<t! r" , r.:;, ) I 
;r, . ~:::~,;' W' :. cb;) { 
t : r., ,::!1 (St- j<l1 O> " lt r" , nd q:-H'h:',;f:.;:u;",U; :c: : ~" , c: boo,,,, r W r ' : nd 
1", .1 , '<1 oh"."h-oc<L-",,' 
f h,.. , , ," cl , · , . "" ot1 I,, ' , 
! ", . 1 <t d : 1",,_" _'''' ') 
1", . 1 'o1\' ,:l,,, ·"n. ,, "> !fr1 . -<L,,_u ''''-'9''m • • • (' 'id" ·, 
I I ,v. l L 1. » . " . l . _Cb '_' H,'; ", oJ_.,_,~ " .. , . " _<l _, (; " '-cl ' __ 
1",. . 1 " TeL' 
!", . I ._ -<td : 1.,, · " I."too , " 
! boo" _ >f - i o'<Lc,_u:or ) ~t Boo" (): 
· -,~~,~-"' ~ ~ ( !i;'.:;~t:t11 {''''' ' o.- ",hoc "r 
J , I" I 
,htn-
) 
II,v. l 
1",. . 1 
\-" . 1 . ' ,· /o .bl. 
" TW O I-T~ I 
yot . 
-" u ' , ,, ,,, .I,, ·_' __ ,,,,Ll_; ,,, L._l:,,,':I I,, ,_,,.' . _:II r .. , _ r. h . 
I..,. ... • 11-" "_,·,1,,, 1"l_h' - "" "' ,,,,,, ' " 
! - en . ',tb: LnC : m, ,:t<: · t - j <I1" -: OU1C ,,-b : I f)<::r.,, ,:t<:-t- , <I1" -:OU1t"' . 
\:""_~r1 , nd_c.,,c · ' 0_ h,,,. , ,," ' ,I,, r • . >< co: oo ~ f r 10<1 l choc il,o u<" " . ' ''''.,,0- 0;0" ' ''d ... . ; 
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I ~i~1 ; ru ,_ Ill " ; " . ,_ 1." _"" ; ,1o<J , l ' 1. - .... ,co .• • dv ' ,:;~ :~ ~I, ~.; ! ""_ '••. ".""-.,, "" -- .c u,· . • ,u. l. (.,. " F ..... . CU" _ • . >l. > " ., 1 , l u ·,. c,. l_U ·'L"' '' ",_l ",.,, · : • . cb " m ' :) . 
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friends.php 
 
I <? php 
If unct:1o n 
Sque r y 
r e turn 
get_a ll _f r 1 e nds ( Sus e r ) { 
_ 'SELECT u i d2 AS u1d FROM f r 1end WH ERE u1d1 _ ' . 
f acebook_c l i e nt ()->a p1_c11 e nt - >f q l_que r y ( Sq ue ry); 
) 
I f un c~1on get_conne c~ ed_f r i end s ( S user ) { 
Sre s u l ~ s _ ar r ay ( ) ; 
) 
Sque r y _ 'SELECT u i d , email _ has hes , has_a dded_app FROM us e r WHERE u1d IN 
. (SELECT u1d 2 FROM f r1 end WH ERE u1 d1 _ ' . Sus e r->fb_ u1d . ' ) ' ; 
try { 
) 
Sr ows _ f ace bo ok_c l i e nt ( ) - >a pi _c 11 e nt ->fq l _ que r y ( Sque r y ) ; 
II Do fllter1ng i n PHP because the FQL doesn' t a l l ow it (yH ) 
i f ( ' empty( Sr ows ) ) { 
fDr each ( Sr ows as Srow) { 
) 
) 
if ( (i s_a r r a y ( Sro .... ['emai l _ hashes ' ] ) MY count ( Sro .... [ ' ema i l hash es ' ] ) > 0 ) I I 
I 
CSr o .... [ ' has _addecLa pp · ] -- 1 ) ) { 
unset (S r ow[ ' has _add ed_a pp ' ] ) ; 
Sr es ul t s [] _ Sr ow; 
) 
ca t c h ( Except i Dn Se ) { 
e r r Dr _ l o g('"F"ll ure 1n ~he ap1 ; 
) 
r e tur n Sr esuh s ; 
Se- >getMes s " g e ( ) ) ; 
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index.php
 
f< ?php 
def lne ('MAINJ'ATH ' . r eal paTh e . . » ; 
1 "elude_once HAI NJ'ATH . . / 1n1 t. php ' ; 
echo r ender~e .. der ( ); 
$user _ Use r : :get Lo 9ged l nO; 
i f C' Suser ) { T 
echo r ender _l ogge d_out_ i ndex O ; 
echo r ender _foote r ( ); 
exi t ; 
Spar,ams _ par s e---t'·tt p,-ar g ~ (SJ'05T! arr ay (' -r i me ' • 
· aut hor ' , 
'bookl:1tl,,' , 
'dat"---,,, ont h ' , 
'date_ d ay ' , 
· d at,,---y ear' • 
· publ1 s h_to_facebDok' » ; 
1/ If the user has a dded .. b ook, then ha ndle The form post 
i f (' empty (Spar ams ( ' author' ] » { 
Sbook _ new Book(Suser , Spar ams ); 
if C' Sbook->s ave(» { 
e c ho r e ndec _ err or C' s cmet h"l ng went wr ong whi l e sav ing t he book .'); 
} ehe { 
Ss ucces s _ ' Add e d a new book' ' ; 
i f (Sparams[ 'publish_to_facebook ' ] ) { 
: reg ister _feed_f orm_ j s(S book ); 
: Ssuc cess . _ ' <div i d. "f eed_loadl ng" >p ubli shing to Facebook . . 
} 
. d mg s rc _ "htl:p :llsl:al: i c . a k . fb cdn . net:/ images /up l oa<i.p r ogr e ss . gif?O: 2 592 3 " 1 ></di'1 > · ; 
e c ho r e nde r_s uc c ess($suc c ess ) ; 
) 
I I shaw the bas ic a dd boa k fo r m o n l:he home page 
echo ' <dl'l clas s _ "" c l ear f ix""> ' ; 
echo ' <dl'l c l a ss _ ""b l uebo x '">· ; 
echo r e nd e r _ a d d_boo k_l:able( $us e r) ; 
e c ho ' </d i v > · ; 
II shaw any boak s the u ser h as al r eady a dded 
$book _ $user ->get:B a a k () ; 
if ( $ ba ok ) { 
echo · <di v i d _ '" shmroooks " c lass _ 'blue box '> ' ; 
$aut hor _ 0 ; 
for e a ch C$book a s $book ) { 
$autho r + _ $boo k- >aut hor ; 
) 
e cho '<h3>Re c e nt: Books </h l >' 
echo '<tabl e >' 
, <l:r > ' 
' <l:h A"'te</t h> ' 
, ' <T h >Authar </t h> ' 
' -<l: h >Book t 1t:l e </th> ' 
, '~/t r~' -
f or N c h ( Sbook ~ o Sbook) { Qcho r Q nd Qr_boo"( ~ boo"): 
) 
~cho '~/~abl ~ ~' : 
1f" ( S~ ut hor >- 0 ) -l 
p <" hn <~1v 'ryl p _ 'r'~rl1nG: ' rx: 1'nnr_..,.p1ahr: hnl~ :" HnlJ r p, rl 
Qcho '</d1v>-' 
II If th~ u' ~ r ha, conn~ ct ~ d, th ~ n ,how info dboLrt: th~ ir fri ~nd, 
11' ( ~ lIHr_>1<_1'~ c Qboo"_UHrO; { 
~dlu '~Lii ~ c ld ,> _ "iJlu~iJux r ri ~"Li, iJux'>' 
~ c h o '~h 3 ~ F ri ~ n d' ~/h3~' : 
Sf"r 1 Qnd< _ gQt_conn Qct Qd_f"r 1 Qnd< ( S u< Qr ) : 
11' (1'_'rr'y( ~1' r1pnrl':1 Me, ' Pmrry ( ~1' r1pnrl':I:1 
~ c h o I· ~ nd ~ l· _fr i ~nd,_t db 1 ~ (Sfr i ~ nd,) : 
} cloc { Qc ho 'you don\'t h ~V Q ~ny f" r 1Qnd < y Qtl<br 1>-' 
~cho '<d i v cl d>, _"conn~ct_invh ~ , ">' ; 
~' lJrhnr " rrhnr r p <" pnrly'</rl1v>' 
Qc ho r Qnd Qr_conn Qct_invh Q_linkC/* h~<_Qxi<t1n9-fr 1Qnd< *1 (count($fri Qnd<) >- 0)); 
p<"h n '</rl 1v>' 
~cho '</d i v>' 
e c ho '</d1v>' : 
~ cho 1· ~ nd ~ l· _foot ~ l· (): 
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<t r> 
<td> 
<label id_ ' label _ password " for _"password ">password:</label > 
<ltd> 
<td> 
<input id_ 'password" class _"inputtext " type _"password " size_ '20 " value _" name _"password "/> 
<ltd> 
</t r> 
<t r> 
<td> 
<label id_ ' label email for _"email ">Email:</label > 
<ltd> 
<td> 
<input id_ 'email ' class _"inputtext " type _ 'text " size_ '20 " value _" name _"email "/> 
<ltd> 
</t r> 
<t r> 
<td> 
<label id_ ' label~ame " for _"name ">Name:</label > 
<ltd> 
<td> 
<input id_ 'name " class _"inputtext " type _"text " size_ '20 " value _" name _"name "/> 
<ltd> 
</t r> 
</table> 
<input type _ 'hidden" name _"save " value _ '1 "> 
<i nput type _ ' s uoo, it " c las s _" input s uoo, it " v a 1 ue _ 'Regi st er " sty 1 e _ "mar gi n- 1 eft: 80px" > 
</form> 
</div > 
</div > 
<?php 
ec ho render _footerO: 
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register_feed_forms.php 
 
 
 
 
 
<?php 
/' 
* register_feed_forms.php 
* Acc~ss this PHP file once after you have set up your configuration. 
* copy/paste the resulting bundl~ ID and put it into conf1g.php. 
'/ 
define(' MAIN_ PATH ' , realpathC ' )); 
include once MAI N PATH 'ji nit .php' ; 
echo render_header(); 
try { 
verify_facebook_callback(); 
Sbundl e_ i d _ reg; ster _feed_forms (); 
ec ho '<div c lass _"bl ue box">' 
· ' <p>congr at ulati on , ' YOU hav e r e gister e d a f eed for m.</p>' 
'<p>Pllt the fo ll owi ng line i n li b/conf1g.php</p> '1 
. '<pr e >' 
, Sfeed_bun dl e_ i d _ <b>' . $bundl e_1 d. '</b>; , 
· '<fpr e > ' 
'</di v>' ; 
catch (Exception $e) { 
ec ho '<div c las s _"e rror">' 
' Err or wnile setti ng up a ppli cati on: <br /><tt >' 
· $e->getMessageO. '<I tt >' 
echo render _footer(); 
/' 
* Make the API call to register the feed forms. This is a setup call that only 
* needs to be made once. 
'/ 
fun ction register _feed_forms 0 { 
Sone_l1ne_stor1es _ Sshort_stor1es SfulLstor1es _ arrayO; 
Sone_l1ne_stor1es[] _ . {*act or *} has r ead {*book*} writt e n by {*autho r *} .· 
Sform_ 1 d _ f acebook_c 11 ent 0 - >ap1_c 11 ent - >feedJ eg1 st erT emp 1 at eBundl e ( S one_ 11 ne_st or 1 es) ; 
return Sform_1d; 
;; Make sure that the settings on Facebook correspond .... ith the settings in the conf1g file. 
Enforce business rules that need to be in place in order for the Hrame carrn un1cat1on to .... ork. 
'/ 
fun ction ver1fl_facebook_callback() { 
S app_pr opert es _ f acebook_c 11 ent 0 - >ap1_c 11 ent - >a",,1 n_getApppr opert 1 es (ar r aye . call back ur 1 . )) ; 
SfacebookJa 11 back_url _ ; dx(Sapp_properti es, . call back_url . ); 
Sl oca l_ca 11 back_url _ get_call back_url 0; 
II if ('Sfacebook_callback_ur l ) { 
II thro .... ne .... Except1on('you need to configure your callback URL in the 
II . <a href _ ·http://........,. facebook. cOOl/devel opers/">Facebook Developers App</a>'); 
II } 
if (' Slocal_callback_url) { 
) 
thro .... new Except1on( 'copy your Face book call bac k URL i nt o 11 b/conf1g . ph p . 
. Your c all back 1 s ' . Sfacebook_ca 11 back_url); 
i f (strpos(SlocaLcallback_url, ' http ://' , __ _ null) { 
throf nef Ex~ept1on( 'your conf i gur ed callbac k ur l mus t be gin .... 1th htt~ II. 
, , , , , .· It is curr e ntl y set t o ··· . Slocal_callback_url. · .. ); 
) 
II' i f CgecdcrnainCSfacebook_callback_url) !_ gecdcrnainC SlocaLcallbad_url)) { 
II t hrow new ExceptionCYour conf 1g f ile says t he callback URL is " · . Sl ocal_cal l bad_ur l. 1/) ' '' , but F" ilcebook says " ·.Sfacebook_callback_url . ' '' ' ) ; 
i f (get _dcrnain(Slocal_callback_url) , _ LSERVER[ HTTPjlOST )) { 
) 
I t hrOW new Except ionC' your conf ig f ile sa~ t he callback URL;S .S local_callback_url . 
I I I I I " but you are on" LSERVER[ HTTPJiQST ) ) ; 
) 
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user.php 
 
 
<? php 
defi nee ' USER_COOKIE_N~E ' , 
define( ' MAX-DI SPLAY_ BOO KS' 
, r b_cur r e nt _ us e r ' ) ; 
25 ); II Ma ximll11 nll11ber of books to display 
class User { 
public Susername; 
public Sname;1 
public Sernail; 
public Sfb_uid; 
public Spassword; II should be protected 
protected Sbooks _ nu l l ; 
) 
stati c fun ction getLogged l n() { 
Sus.r _ null ; 
Smtive_user _ User:: getLoggedlnNativeO; 
Sh_ui d _ facebook_cl i ent O->get_l oggedi n_user 0; 
i f (Sfb_uid) { 
S _JS er _ us er : : get ByF acebook UI D ( Sfb_ui d) ; 
if ( Snative_user) { 
II connect their accounts. 
II this way the facebook account is their sole means of auth 
II for this session, so a "logout" click will work 
S nat i ve_us er ->1 ogout 0 ; 
S nat ive_user->connectwi t h FacebookuID( Sfb~uid); 
Suser _ Snative_user; 
} el s e i f (' $user) { 
Sus er _ us er : : cr eat eFr OOl F acebook UI D ( Sfb_ui d) ; 
) 
if ( $native_user && ' $user) { 
S-lser _ Snative_user; 
) 
reUrn Suser; 
st at i c fun ct i on getLoggedlnNative() { 
lusername _ isset( S_CooKIE[USER_COOKIE_N~E]) 
return ( $username && $username , _ 'unknown ' ) ? 
) 
Jser: : getBytJsername(Susername) null ; 
s tati c fun ction getByusername(Susername) { 
static $users_by_username _ arrayO; 
1 t (1 ss et ( S us er s_by _us er name LS us er nameJ )) 
r.t ur n Sus er s_by _us er name [S us er name] ; 
} 
Sret _ queryf(" 5ELECT * FROM use r s WHERE use r name _ %s" , $username); 
if (' Sret) { 
} 
e"ror _log("c ould not f i nd use r nam e 
r.turn null ; 
SrO'Ii _ mysql_fetch_assoc(Sret); 
f (' Srow) { 
e"ror _log("c ould not f i nd us er name 
r.turn null ; 
Susername); 
Susername); 
null ; 
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return ' users_by_username[ ' username) _ new user(Srow) ; 
) 
static function getByl' acebookuJtl(Hb_uld) { 
If ('HtLuld) { 
~ return null ; 
) 
Sret _ queryf("sELECT • ~ROM users WHERE f b_uld Xs" . H b_uld); 
If (' Sret ) \ I error _log 'could not fetch from db f or f b_uld . H b_uld); 
~ r etur n nu 1; 
Srow _ mysql_fetctLassoc(Sret); 
lf ( Srow) { 
~ return new user(Srow) ; 
statl c funct lon get~acebookuser(S l nfo) { 
Sfb_uld _ Slnfo['uid '] ; 
Suser _ self; ;getBY"acebooku I D(Sfb_uld) ; 
lf (S user ) { 
} r et urn Suser ; 
r eturn se l f : : getBy~acebookEma l1 Hashes (Sl nfo); 
) 
stati c functi on getBy~aceboo k Em il1Hashes(Sinfo ) { 
SemalLhas hes _ Slnfo['em al1 _has he" ]; 
lf (lls_ar ray (Semail_has hes) I I count(S"",,,iLh,,shes) __ 0) { 
~ return nul l : 
) 
Sret _ queryfC "sELECT • ~ROM us er, WHE RE "",,, lLh,,s h I N (Xs)" , 
I lmplode(', " Semail_hashes» ; 
If CI Sret) \ I error_log 'could not fetch from db for fb_uid ' 
~ return nu 1: 
Srow • mysql_fetctLassocCSret) ; 
If CSrow) { 
l Suser • new usercs rowl ' Suser-, fb_uld • Si nfo 'ul d'] ; Suser-H aveO ; return l user; 
statle function get~acebookuserEm"l1H"shes(Hb_uld) ( 
Squery. 'SELECT email..hashes ~ROM user WHERE uid _\" ,Sfb_uld , '\" : 
try { 
\ 
Srows • facebook_c11entO->"p l _client - >fql _quer y( Squer y) : 
catch (Exception $e) I 
I II probabl y an e xpire sess i on 
~ return null : 
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f (is_array(Srows) && (count(Srows) __ 1 ) && is_array(Srows[ O] [ ' emai l hashes' ])) { 
return Sr ows[O][ . emai l hashes' ]; 
e l se { 
retu rn null ; 
static function cr eateF rOOlF acebook uID(Sfb_uid) { 
II first, check if there's a local account we should be stealing 
Semail_hashes _ self: :getFacebookus e rEmail Hashes(Sfb_uid); 
Suser _ se If: : getByFacebookEmail Hashes ( Semai l_hashes); 
II if we found a user, just add a uid; otherwise create a new one 
i f ( Suser) { 
Suser->fb_uid _ Sfb_uid; 
} e l s e { 
} 
Suser _params - arraY(I' 
s user_paramS ! 'fb_Ui d' _ Sfb_uid; 
Suser _params ' us e rname ' I ' Face book use r Sfb_uid; 
Suser _params 'password' , 
Suser _ new user(Suser -params); 
II write to the db 
i f (' Suser->save O) 
r et urn null ; 
ret urn Suser; 
function _cons t ruct(Sdata) { 
Sthis->username _ idx(Sdata, 'us e rname ' , null ); 
Sthis ->name _ idx(Sdat a , 'name ' , ' ' ); 
Sthis ->email _ idx(Sdata, 'emai l' , " ); 
Sthis->password - idx(Sdata , ' pass wor d ' " ); 
Sthis->fb_uid _ idx(Sdata, 'fb_ui d' , O); 
i f ( Sthis->username __ 'unkn own ' ) { 
throw new Exce pt ion ( "ca nnot cr eate a us e r with name 'unknown ''' ); 
functi on is_face book_user() { 
ret urn ( St his->fb_uid > 0); 
function getNameO { 
II override the user's name if it is a facebook user, regardless 
i f ( Sthis ->is_facebook_userO) { 
S i nfo _ facebook_get_fi e 1 ds ( St hi s - >fb_ui d, ar r aye , na me ' )) ; 
i f (' empty( Si nfo)) { 
ret urn Sinfo[ 'name ' ]; 
} 
r et urn Sthi s->name; 
f uncti on getEmailO { 
II user can override themselves if they want to 
r etur n ( Sthis->is_facebook_userO && !Sthis->email) ? 
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Sth1 s->"",a11 ; 
fu~~~ ~~~ (~h1~= ~'1~~~!~~b~~ k~user 0 ) 
' <1mg s r c _"hnp:1 I stn 1 Co ak. f bcdn. net / 1mages/ 1 cons/ Tav 1 CO". g1f" I >' 
. '&nbs p ; ': 
f u~~~ ~~~ (S~~~:~~l Eficebook_us er 0 ) 
' <fb:us er - stat us u1d_"· . St h1 s - >f b_u1d . ... ></fb : user - status >' 
f unct 10n logI n($pass-.rord _ null ) { 
1f (Sth1 s->1s_fa cebook _us erO && 
f acebook_c 11 em 0 - >get_ 1 ogged1 ,,-use r 0 ) 
r etl1rn f a l s e ; 
($ pass-.rord , __ null && 
ern~~ l~~~:!!~~ ~t ';0 S ~~~s i::r~~ r {us er 
I : ~l1!i~h>~! ~~~~~d . " 
i . S",assword 
, . " . Rea l password 1s 
i . Sth1s ->password 
, , '" ,, ). 
r etl1rn f a l ; e ; • 
f l1~~~ ~~~kl ~ru~~~C2.0I(IC~E . 'unknown ' ); 
1f (Sth1 s->1s_Tac ebook _us erO) { 
try { 
f acebook_c 11 em 0 - >exp1 r e_ s ess 1 on 0 ; 
~ catch ( Exc ept 1on Se) { 
f unct 10n connectwi t hFacebookuID($fb_u1 d) 
) 
1f ~Hb_l1se r _ Us er : :get6yFacebookUID(Hb_"1d)) 
1 S~~~~S~~=~d~l~~()~e ' - Sth1s - >us ernilme) { 
) 
11' (! Sfb_ u1 d) { 
i return fa ls e ; 
) 
St h1s->fb_ uid _ Sfb_ u 1d ; 
return St h1 s->s aveO; 
funct10n d1sconnectFrcmFacebook() { 
11' ( St his->email) { 
~ l' acebook _ unr eg'l st er Us er s ( a r r ay( ema11 _g e t -Pl1b 11 c_ has h (St h1 s - >ema11 ))) ; 
St hi s->fb_ ui d _ 0 ; 
return Sthis - >save () ; 
fun ction save() { 
f acebook - 1 ogo_"t rue '" " ) . '></fb: pr of11 e - p1e> ' ) 
Sema1 1_hash _ ema11 _ get -pub11eJJa sh(St h1 s - >ema11) ; 
Sr et _ que ryf("'INSERT INTO users (username, name, password. ema11. fb_u1d. ema l1 ~ash) VALUES ("s, "s, "s, "s. XcI. "s) " , , I I· "ON OUPLlCAT£ I(£Y UPOAT£ name - %s , password - %s. ema1 1 - %S . fb_u1d - "s , ema f1 JJash - %s " . I I St h1 s->user name , 
I I Sth1s - >name, Sth1s - >password, Sth1s - >ema1 1 , (1m ) Sthis - >fb_u1d. s,~'. )) ',~'.,'h '" Sth1s->name , Sth1 s->pa ssword, St h1s->ema11 . ( 1nt) St h1 s->fb_u1d, ~" -" ) 
return ( boo l ) Sret ; 
fU1ft~ ~St h1~=~~~~(;)tr () 
! r eturn fals e ; 
} 
Semai 1_ hash _ ema11 _ get-f'ubl1cJJash(St h1 s - >ema1 1) ; 
h ccounts _ arr ay(ar r ay( ema11JJash' _> Semal1_has h. 'account_1d' _> Sth1s->us er name)) ; 
r eturn facebook _ reg1 sterusers(Saccount s ) ; 
fun ct10n de l ete() { 
Sret _ qUerf( 'D£L£T£ FROM users WH£R£ uSername _ %s· . Sth1s->username); 
11' (" ret) 
! errOr _ l og "could not delete lCCount (S t h1s - >l1sername)") ; 
~ return false ; 
ret ur n l' acebook _ unr eg1 s t .or user s (arr aye eml1 1_ get_ pub 11 c_ has h ( S t h1 s - >ema11 ))) ; 
fun ct 1 0n has passwor d O { 
return (bool ) 'th1s->password ; 
' books _ arrayO ; 
whl1e ( Srow _ mysql _ fetclL.ass oc(Sret ) ) 
' book _ new Book(Sth1s, Srow) ; 
Sbooks[] _ ' book; 
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Appendix B 
6.7 Survey  
 
nu. •• udy ......... cond..-.! by. m .. '.~ moden'" """ .... In .. d"'~ oFTochnoiogy . 
1 am 'nv.mo"'", tho u .. ofSoc~ H~"'-"'" "', .. {""5 .) ••• m ....... of ..... <Iomic Roso.,do. 
PIo ... com~. ""' ....... .., only ff """ ""v~ ~pon-.c. w;th ~""_ ...... _. 
1t ....... 1d ....... "" ........ , ~ ........ , .. to .""_ "'~ q"-.. n •• 
n...nl< ..... . 
Page 1 
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General details 
* 1. Gender 
, .. ,,'" 
* 2. Age 
" .. ..... , 
10 · " 
" .. "
" . ., 
" . 50 
* 3. Would you classify yourself as any of the foliowiug? 
" ...... "." .. . 
.. "., ....... . 
..... ""., 
* 4. How many online surveys have you previously completed? 
"-
, 
• • 
, . 
,.. 
Page 2 
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Research Methods 
* 5 . How Illueh exper ience do you have w ith doing your own research? 
.-
0 · 1 ", 
. , ", 
, . ,,,, 
, . ,,,, 
.. 
I'age 3 
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Research Experience 
* 6. Whilt type of research d id you "arry ou t ? 
* 7. Hilve you ever conducted r eseilrch using iln ONLI NE method? For 
eXilmple : t hro ugh the use of iln on line survey or questionn ~ire . 
... 
"' 
* 8. Which of t he followin!! reseilrch methods hilve YOll nsed to condnct 
your reseilrch? 
...... "" .. 
...... _-
0,,",, 
* 9. Which method hil ve yon used the most? 
-... . ~ ... 
. _. ,~ ... 
c;... " ..... ,'" 
00«," '''' 
0 , ,",, 
* 10. How diffi(ult WilS it to ge t people to pa rti cipilte? 
v." .. " 
'" -
'""' ~-
11. Whilt do you think WilS the reason? 
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12. Of those people you approached what percentage res ponded? 
o · ' '''' " .- I! . "'" 
" . '''. " . ''''' ... 
" · 10", ., . ''''''" •• 
71 · "'" 
* 13 . How would you rate the success of the research you conducted? 
... " .. ,. 
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Social Networking Sites 
so",.1 N. '"o,-ld"" S~ .. (SNS.).uch •• ",,.I>00I< off .. n." w. y. f...- ..... " , h . .. . o • • • h..-. I., •• 
• mou"' of d ••• qu d ly,. " 10" co., " "d .. ""to-h.nd.dly. Th ;. c ... ld boo . hroU9h tt.. .... of. 
"""'y, Q" • • bon~,"..-.""", thro ... " d."oIo"'" Y"" own .ppl ... tion. Th. majori.y of SN S . .... w 
",ov;d. tho;,- own d ... I0"", pl.tfonn. to davolop y""' OW" .pplu,"on , 
* 14. Wh ich oflhe follo win!! S NSs d o yo u have a u account wilh? 
... 
r I ••• " "' .. '" 
a. ... , .... .. ,..,.,, ) 
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Social Networking Sites 
* 15. On averag e how often do yotllogin to your accounts? 
* 16. On average how much time do you th in k you spend on these sites a 
week? 
" .j ,. 
., ... 
, ., ... 
,.,.". 
1! " • • 
* 17. How many frie nds do you currently have added t o your profile on 
Facebook? (Give an average amount) 
I 
* 18. How many Facebook applications ha ve you curreu tly got added to 
your Facebook profile? 
.-
, , 
• • 
.. ,. 
* 19. Have you ever recommended an application on FiKebook to friends? 
... 
. , 
Pa.ge 7 
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20. What would you (onsider as your ma in reason(s) for not having any 
SNS account s? 
""', ... ........ -
co.u. .. . .. ... _. 
IT " IN. 
" ...... ... ..., . 
.. , ......... "" .. 
T ........... 
"' ... , ...... .. ,.",.) 
Page 8 
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Facebook Services 
... Iow ..-. tho , ..... nt '.<00001< _"' ''' .. .v.H.bI. whido <o"ld bo ",>I", .. 'n . w.y 'A ,ond"d 
...... ..do , 
Pl. ... ,", •• o<~ 01 thom an t ho "_fu ln ... w;th wh"'h you th;" , th.y mov b. '0 o",<t,,,, VOU w~.n 
<onductin. I"tu ... ..... ..-, h. TI>o ,.tin • • • • • on • ".10 01 ""' ... moly " .. lui" to ·No'" . 11 .... 1 .... w>th 
th. opti"'" to ,hao •• ·1 don 't k"",, ' ;1 V'" " .......... '" find ;, d;flku~ to vi."o l; .. tho q .... bon. 
'1"'on' ;n 'd'on , 
* H. Developing your own survey application whi ch users can add t o the ir 
profi le. 
,,,, ..... , 
_. V", .,.,'" 
* 22. Developing you, own iPhone or Mob il e applica tion. 
"" ..... , 
_. ....... "" ...... " ... 
",.,'" 
* 23 . Integrating Fa(ebook into an exist ing webpa ge. 
'''' ",.,'" """"'" ",.,~ -.-.... "' 
* 24. Cr .... ting a Fa" Page or Network to obtai" members. 
''''"'"'''' 
* 25. o..velo ping a Desktop a pplic~ ti on . 
,,,, ..... , 
_. V", .,.,'" ...... " ... 
",., .. 
_ .. 
.... "' 
_ .... 
. .. ,"' 
_ .. 
... ,"' 
_ .. 
.... "' 
* 26. How RELIABLE w ould you see these services as methods for 
conducting ,esear(h? 
.... , ....... ........ """'" ,," bOo 
_ .. 
,. ,~ ... 
,-~ '''''-
,_."",,-
,-~ ""-
,_., ""-
,-~ '''''-
,_." """ 
* 27. How VALID would you see these services as methods for <o nducting 
resea«h? 
"" ..... , .... -""'- ........... ,_."",,-
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* 28. From a researchers perspective, what impact would you see each of 
t he following areas having on using SNSs as a research method? 
,. , 
q... 10, ,, ,.,_ '" 
""' .. ~,­
--."""',,... of .... , .. , 
..,. ''''' 
"' ... , ...... "'."") 
.. " ... •• . ... ... 
* 29. Won ld yon see a problem with SAMPLING a nd not know ing who yonr 
respondents a re? 
" , 
." 
I ... " ."." 
Page 10 
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* 30. How effect ive do YOll thillk lIsillg Soci~ 1 Netwo rking Sites such ~s 
Facebook wou ld be ~t obt~ i ning participants to take part in a su rvey? 
, .. , ......... • .. .. 01 ' .... "' .. 
Page II 
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Th..,k you foo- port"'poti"" '" "' ..... ",.,. 
''''' " 0 ". ""w ~ ""''-I ood m o, "...... 'Oono' , 
Page 12 
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6.8 Survey Results 
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Q11 Results – What do you think was the reason? (Relevant to Q10) 
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Q17 Results – How many friends do you currently have added to your profile on Facebook? 
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